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San Juan County.

DESPERATION

IN EARNEST

(Special Correspondence,)

Receives

Farmington, N. M., Oct, 27. Hon.
L. Bradford Prince of Espanola, candidate for the Council from Rio Arriba and San Juan counties, arrived at
i ii
Farmington last Wednesday, and was
met at the depot by a delegation of
Farmington citizens, and escorted to
the Grand Hotel, where he took' dinfriends.
IM
DAY ner with a party of
PUTS
STRENUOUS
In the evening he was given a special
reception by the Farmington cornet
band at the Allen opera house, which
Republican Campaign Party also entertained the audience with
Visits Las Cruces, Mesiila several choice selections, as well as
patriotic airs, much to the pleasure
'
and San Marcial.
of the
In his address he
assured his audience that he was
much pleased to be among them, and
Special to the New Mexican.
San Marcial, N. M.,. Oct. 27. All that he also recognized several
and famiMar faces that he had
Dona Ana county forgot business yesmet when here several years ago. He
terday and went into politics.
W. H. Andrews and party arrived touched on the vast water supply for
here last night- At 10 o'clock every irrigation, the immense coal deposits,
voter of Dona Ana precinct was out what the Carey act would do for the
to receive the guests who arrived in people, and the rapid growth and adt"
vancement of
j fit
San Juan. He
carriages from' Los Cruces, where an
said
was
he
to
see
Hon.
that
pleased
enthusiastic meeting had been held.
for repreA mass meeting was held in the Price Walters
school house and rousing speeches for sentative, that he knew him to be a
Andrews and statehood were cheered painstaking worker for his people. He
also said that he was personally acgreatly.
quainted with Hon. Frank Staplin for
Entertained at Dinner.
Sit, v
many years and that his record in
W. A. Fleming
Jones entertained
public life was clear and clean cut,
Delegate W. H. Andrews, H. 0.
and that it had only been a few years
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, R. ago that Mr. Staplin had represented
PROBATE CLERK ISIDORO ARM IJO, OF DONA ANA COUNTY.
H. Sims, Dr. R. E. McBride. and Jose the
people of Taos county in the legD. Sena at dinner at his beautiful
islature, much to the credit of himhome. At 3 o'clock the party drove to self and his
constituents, and then
Isidoro Armijo, of Las Cruees, pro-- is bright, courteous, efficient, honest
Mesiila, where the largest political warming up to his
Governor bate clerk
subject,
and recorder of the county and painstaking and his record in the
town
celebration in the history of that
Prince said:
of Dona Ana, was born in Las Cruces, position is of the very best,
was held.
Synopsis of Address.
the county seat of that county, on the j Mr. Annjio is a strong friend of the
A large procession of citizens escort"My friends, I am not going to make loth day of February, 1871. He has American public school system and
ed the guests to the town hall, which a political speech tonight, as I realize lived as
a boy and as a man in Las he served for several years as a memAll the
was packed to the doors.
that our rights are somewhat impair- Cruces and is not only well but also ber of the board of school
directors of
speeches were cheered and the whole ed, when it comes to the discussion
favorably known to every citizen of his precinct. Owing greatly to his eftown was afire with enthusiasm for of national issues and in
that I am Dona Ana county. Ha was educated in forts, several years ago, one of the
Andrews and, statehood.
satisfied that you will agree with me, the public schools of his birth
place finest school houses in the territory
What I intend to say to you tonight and at the
Big Rally at Las Cruces.
of Agriculture and at a cost of $18,000 was erected in
Co'lege
In the evening the large rink at Las is along safe and sane lines, and for Mechanic Arts
at Mesiila Park. His Las Cruces and is now in use. He is
Cruces was not nearly large enough the interest of every man, woman and
education was a good one and he has progressive, energetic and a valuable
to hold the people who attended the chi'd Hn this territory, and, did I
supplemented the same ever since by resident of his section. He always
ra'ly. It is estimated that one thous- not believe it myself, I would not be study, travel and observation.
favors advance In everything that
and people were inside and at the standing before this audience tonight.
to better the intellectual, moral
ingoes
At
an
he
evinced
great
early age,
doors and windows.
The greatest issue of moment in our
terest
in politics and from his majority and material condition of the people,
At this meeting Hon. T. B. Catron territorial campaign is statehood for
he has been prominent in Republican especially all those of Mexican, or
'
of Santa Fe, made one of the great- New Mexico, j
r:p"anish descent.
"This reminds me of the story of political circles and today is one of the
est speeches ever heard in Dona Ana
most influential as well as one of the
Although but 37 years of age, Mr.
and the merchant, who advertised for a
county. His talk for Andrews
terri- Armijo has had much political, official
in
most
the
Republicans
loyal
statehood probably influenced more clerk, through the columns of a daily
tory. He is a descendant of an old and and business experience and is all the
thinking voters than any speech ever paper". Early the next morning a man
Spanish family and his an- more competent for ipublic service. On
respected
called around to the
made here". He' was followed by Judge of middle-agcame to New Mexico hundreds December 31 he will close the eighth
cestors
store
an
made
and
A. B. Fall who received an ovation
application. The
of years ago. His grandfather was one year of his incumbency of the position
and made a logical and, strong appeal merchant inquired If he had had exof
the original settlers of the, Mesiila of probate c'erk of the county. Even
to all Democrat? to vote for Delegate perience in, buying and selling goods
in 1837. His father, Jacinto his political adversaries like and reValley,
I
and
man
the
'Yes
in
Martin
answered,
Sir,
Andrews. W. E.
Spanspoke
was for thirty-fivyears a spect him as he is of a very courteous
Armijo,
ish and was cheered many times. Dr. have been in this line of business for
citizen
Repub- and obliging disposition and puts himand
prominent
leading
am
and
also an expert book
McBride also made a good talk of years,
New
lican
of
southern
having self out to serve all who may have
Mexico,
keeper, and thoroughly understand the
twenty minutes' duration.
at
the
begin business with him. Regardless of poliRepublicanism
espoused
business.'
Rousing Speech By H. O. Bursum.
in his home
"The merchant safd 'Call around in ning of the Civil War and advocating tics, he is very popular
a
with
closed
The meeting
his
of
to
and
the
citizens,
county
especially
many
day
the morning and I will give you a de- Republican principles
enthusiastic and ringing
to him for
come
the
the
native
of
splendid,
death.
class,
Jacinto
represented
Armijo
in
cisive answer.' Shortly afterwards
alspeech by Hon. H. O. Bursum, who comes a second
a young people of his district and his county advice and consultation which are
applicant,
conhas become one of really great
ef
and
and
without,
times
several
charge
ways
given
freely
very
creditably
man, pleasant in manner and ways.
vincing speakers of the territory.
" 'Well, sir, what can I do for you?' ficiently in the council and house of without fee, His nomination on the
asDona Ana county is one blaze of en
Republican ticket during the past four
asked the merchant. 'I came iii answer representatives of the New Mexico
of campaigns has often aided the other
thusiasm for Andrews and statehood. to
the
After
subject
manhood,
sembly.
your advertisement.' 'Well, sir, have
in ' farming for candidates to success as he works
you had any experience in this line?' this sketch engaged
in stock raising hard and constantly for every candialso
and
"
several
years
'No sir, but I can learn.'
MORSE INDTCTMFNT
" 'Have you ever kept a set of and mercantile pursuits in the Mesiila date on the ticket and knows how to
DISMISSED IN PART books?'
Valley, In 1896 he became manager of reach the voters.
" 'No, sir, but I can learn.'
a newspaper published in Las Cruces,
Inspections by grand juries, by counand by Territorial
" 'Well, said the merchant, I can do printed in the Spanish language and ty commissioners
Accused New York Bankers Score a
V. Safford,
in
Charle?
Auditor
official
was.
Traveling
re- thereafter
appointed
Victory Need Not Face Trial
nothing for you, my business
Dona Ana
of
records
have
the
district
of
Third
proven
the
exOn Conspiracy.
judicial
man
of
terpreter
quires the attention of a
been
has
with
Mr.
since
conversant
Armijo
county
perience, one who knows and does as he is thoroughly
of
and
the
fine
court
a
clerk
of
the
is
and
and
probate
Spanish
New York, Oct. 27. The conspiracy things. I have no time to educate you English
commissioners are
board
of
NovemIn
county
both
in
imscholar
languages.
as
business
requires
my vast
count in the indictment upon which now,
clerk kept in a very efficient and clean manCharles WV Morse and Alfred H. mediate attention. You have made a ber, 1900, he was elected probate
Ana ner and that, the best business methDona
of
recorder
and
a
Curtis' are being tried in the IT. S. dis- mistake young man, this is neither
ods obtain in the conduct of the oftrict court, was dismissed by Judge home mission, nor a school house, but county by' a very handsome majority. fice.
The Republican ticket in Dona
a.?
the
'
interpreHe resigned
ration
Hough today after an exhaustive argu- a grocery store.'
Ana
this campaign is sure of
filled
he
had
which
county
satisfactorily
ter,
ment for counsel for the defense and
Andrews Will Get Statehood.
will be found that Mr.
new
it
and
his
victory
District Attorney Stimson. This leaves
"Mr." Chairman,
ladies and gentle- for four years and assumed
be
will
first
among those for whom
on
the
Armijo
clerk
as
duties
probate
Mores' and Curtis to face only the men I have made several trips to
will roll up the largest
voters
the
1901.
was
He
of
day
January,
national
charges of violation of the
Washington lately- have talked with
in November 1904 and in 190G. He
the Presidentand have made a close
banking laws.
the (investigation of all matters pertaining
Judge Hough also dismissed
counts relating to charges of misap- to statehood, and the many people
ROOSEVELT FIFTY
propriation in connection with the with whom I have talked, satisfies me UNVEIL MONUMENT TO
for
in
payment
that this is the golden opportunity
$60,000 note given
YEARS OLD TODAY
GENERAL HARRISON
Btock purchased from Morse, on the and now the time to strike, and that
M Day, at Executive
ground that no criminality was ever Relegate William H. Andrews is the
Ceremonies Attend Exer- President Spends
shown.
man to secure for us, .the much covet-- i Impressive
at Work on
Hard
Office,
cises Which Take Place at
of
The part of the indictment which ed prize, and that the
M atte rs.
Important
Indianapolis.
Judge Hough refused to dismiss al- Hon. W. H. Andrews, means stateleges false reports, misapplication of hood for New Mexico,
Washington,' ''Oct: ; 27. President
"It makes my blood boil when I Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 27 Cerefunds, over certification and the use
of the depositors' money for specula- look upon this vast array of intellig monies attending the unveiling of the Roosevelt became 50 years old today.
here He spent the day at his desk, hard at
ence of American men and women, Benjamin Harrison monument
tive purposes.
and realize that you, as well as I, are this afternoon was preceded bv a par- work, receiving such members of his
UNITED STATES TO HAVE
practically disfranchised as American ade in which all the Grand Army of cabinet as were in the Capital at the
THREE CARDINALS, REPORT citizens under a territorial form of the Republic Posts of the city, nummeeting, and disIt is wrong, wrong, bering 700 men, participated as well regular
government.
matters
them
with
relating to
London, Oct. 27. A dispatch from wrong and statehood is our boon, and as 500 members of the Regular Army, cussing
Rome to a London news agency says i am sausnea mai at vue snort ses- 600 National Guards and 500 members their departments, v Congratulatory
the Pope has decided that a special sion of Congress, through the able ef- of fraternal order..
messages poured into the President's
consistory shall be held for the nom- forts of Delegate Andrews, and his The monument Is located in Univer- office and at the White House all day.
'
ination of new American cardinals many friends at Washington, we will sity Park and1 the speakers of the ocafter the recognition of the Ameri- receive our reward. That I as well as! casion were
Char'es Many of them were from foreign
United many others have so ably fought for, W. Fairbanks, General John W. Noble,
can diocese and that the
States shall have three cardinals.
for" Jo, these many years. This Is the! President Harrison's secretary of the
time and this is the hour, and I ask Interior, and John L; Griffiths, Mr. FIRE WIPES OUT WELL
KNOWN BEACH RESORT
BOSTON WOOL MARKET ,
you to weigh well with care, your ac-- Harrison's biographer.' James Witcomb
SHOWS LESS ACTIVITY tion on' November 3rd. Forget 'the Riley read, a poem written for the
27. The
illusion, and return as your dele-'- occasion.
Salisbury, Mass., Oct.
President ' Roosevelt sent a laurel greater .nortion of the thickly housed
Boston, Oct. 27. The ' local, wool gate to Washington, Hon. William H.
market shows less activity. Ship- Andrews, the last delegate from New wreath and cut flowers to be placed at summer colony at Salisbury Beach
the base of the monument. Following was wiped out early today by a Are
ments, however, continue steady and Mexico."
remarks the ceremonies the wreath and flow- which destroyed more than 100 cotPrince's,!
prices hold firm. In territory wools,
'
clothing clips have sold freely. The de- were roundly applauded, and many in ers were placed on the grave of tages situated along the beach front.
mand for other lines ds not as general
General Harrison in Crown Hill ceme- The damaee is estimated at one hun
'
as last week.
.
tery.
(Continued On Page Eight.)
dred thousand dollars.
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Claims Trust Money Taft and Bryan
is Being Used to
Speaking Day
and Night
Carry Indiana

,

-

semi-annu-

,

Vice-Preside-

j

OTHER

v

-

.
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BUSY

Assistant Treasurer of Re- New York Scene of Most
Sensational Finish in
publican Committee Says It
is End of Campaign Yarn.
Any Campaign.
Tipton, Ind., Oct. 27. "I am reliably informed and make this specific
charge that $100,000 In money, large
ly contributed by trusts and combines,
was brought into Indiana last Sunday
and passed through the hands of lion.
Fred Sims, secretary of state."
John W. Kern, candidate for
on the Democratic
ticket,
made the above specific charge to a
eond sized audience here today, and
continued that he thought every one
could see the necessity for the publi
cation of campaign contributions be
fore the election and reviewed the ac
tion of the respective conventions of
the two great political parties with
reference to such publicity.
"If the people of Indiana knew the
names of ..these doners," stated Mr.
Kern, "Bryan would carry this state
by one hundred thousand majority."

New York, Oct. 27. Today's
is one of intense acprogram
tivities throughout New York Citvand
state. Both presidential candidates are
here, hurrying from point to point in
the city and nearby towns.
Candidate Taft started for the outlying suburbs early in the day, first
going to Yonkers and then to a series
of cities and towns
along the Hudson
as tar as Troy.
Bryan devoted himself to Great
er New York. Both gubernatorial can
didates devoted themselves to New
York City.
General
Attorney
Bonaparte is
among the notable speakers scheduled
to appear here tonight.
William Randolph Hearst, is expect
ed to make another address tonight in
Greater New York.
James S. Sherman will arrive In
New
York tonight, after addressing
UPHAM CALLS IT END
OF CAMPAIGN YARN meetings at Amsterdam and other upstate points during the day.
Chicago, Oct. 27. Fred W Upham,
assistant treasurer of the Republican CANDIDATE BRYAN HARDLY
TAKES TIME TO SLEEP
national campaign committee, when
shown Kern's charges that $100,000,
For the first time in their hiscollected largely from the trusts, had
at
been sent into Indiana, said:
tory
such
an
hour
the
"Not a dollar of anybody's money gray rails of the old city hall were
has been sent out of my office to In- lighted by red fire at 3 o'clock thi3
diana. If there had been I would have morning when William Jennings Bryknown it and Kern's statement is ab- an,
and smiling, was insolutely untrue. I don't even know this troduced from the steps of the buildman Sims. It is simply an end of cam- ing to a big crowd of night workers,
paign yarn and scarcely worth deny- gathered to greet and hear him speak.
ing." .
lu.u iuD luews lii'usru lub re u glare
from the thousands of lights had died
out and Bryan spoke in the darkness.
SIMS BRANDS IT AN
The crowd was composed of the em
ABSOLUTE FALSEHOOD
ployes of the big newspapers of Park
Rowthe telegraph offices and the genIndianapolis, Ind., Oct. 27, Fred
eral postofflce across the park. Bryan
Sims, secretary of state, today declar
was accompanied by Chairman Nored that the statement by J. W. Kern,
man
E. Mack and
charging him with handling $100,000 Mrs. Mack. He by Mrs. Bryan and
eulogized the work
of campaign
was
funds
"absolutely men of the
country and spoke at some
false."
length on the various issues of the
campaign.
SHERMAN CALLS IT
Bryan's program for the day was
of the busiest of the campaign.
CAMPAIGN CANARD one
A comparatively
brief rest followed
the
early
morning
meeting in City
Replies to Charge Connecting Him
With Aliened Crooked New Mexico Hall park and then Mr. Bryan was
engaged with his friends and political
Land Deal.
advisors until 10 o'clock, when
he
was the principle speaker at a BroadUtica, N. Y., Oct. 27. Before leavway meeting. From that time until
his after
ing here last night to resume
midnight it was one of continued
speaking tour through the state, J. S.
meetings, the first m Broolyn; then
Sherman, Republican
Long Island City; the next jump to
candidate, gave out a statement dealJersey City, for three meetings before
ing with the charges made public yesreturning to New., York to address the
effect
Sherman
had
to
the
that
terday
Men's Democratic Club at the
College
been involved in an attempted deal
Hoffman House. After dinner a hurin government timber lands in New
ried trip was made to Harlem before
Mexico ,with one Edmund Burke and
the candidate goes to 'Brooklyn for
others, the company which they had the three last series of his efforts in a
formed, 'Seeking to obtain possession strenuous
day, the last being an adthrough sharp practice at a low figure dress at Eckford
Hall, beginning at a
of millions of acres of timber.
Mr.
twelve.
quarter
past
Sherman's statement' follows in part:
"My attention ha? been called to a
sensational article in the New York TAFT SPENDS DAY
ALONG THE HUDSON
World, making charges, against me in
LumMexico
connection with the New
ber and Deve'opment company, a corJudge Taft left New York early this
poration which has not been in exist- morning for Troy, where he will arence for some years. A careful study rive at 9:50 o'clock : tonight. In the
shows that the charges, so far as I meantime he will speak at Yonkers,
Peekskill, Poughkeepeie,
am concerned, have no substance in Tarrytown,
the least, and as to my connection Hundoen and Schnectady. His Itinerwith the enterprise, the fullest possi- ary, which was arranged some time
are ago, will doubteless be extended to
ble investigation and publicity
include a number of additional stops.
courted."
Taft felt the heavy work of yesterday,
but
expressed himself as confident of
RECOMMENDS MACHINE
GUNS FOR ALL REGIMENTS. being In fit condition to carry out his
Vice-Preside-

bare-heade-

d

itinerary for the rest of the

Washington, Oct. 27. Major General J. Franklin Bell, chief of the generMEYERS RESIGNS
al staff of the IT. S. army, called on JULIUS
'
FROM THE MOUNTED POLICE
President
and

the
presented
yesterday
a report made to him by Captain John
Parkers on experiments for a machine
gun service. Captain Parker has been
at work for a year at the Presidio oi
Monterey, California, on three experiments. It Is said he has recommended a machine, gun company for every
regiment of Infantry in the army. In
his forthcoming message to Congress
the President probably will recommend that such a service be

1

1

CANDiDATES

Governor George Curry yesterday accepted the resignation of Julius Meyers, of Bstanoia, as a member of the
Territorial Mounted Police. Meyers is
a candidate for sheriff of Torrance
ticket,
county on ' the Democratic
hence resigned from the Mounted Police, that he might devote all his time
to his campaign.
U. S. STEEL CORPORATION

DECLARES DIVIDEND
KERN BEGINS SECOND
TOUR OF HOME STATE
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 27. John W.
Kern today started on a second tour
of Indiana and is scheduled to make
seven speeches before he reaches Decatur, where a night meeting will be

held.

Mmn VnrV

Ct

9.7.

TH& dlrftCtor.9

of the U. S. Steel Corporation declar
or
ed a quarterly dividend of one-haone per cent on common and one and
lt

three-quarter-

stock

per cent on

s

todays

These

preferred

are unchanged

from the last quarterly dividend.
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SHOE

The New comers for
Fall and Winter wear
await a call from you.
You'll like them-y- ou
can't help it
vv

e nave a auue iu

111

SSMjg

your mind's eye, as
well as your feet and

your purse

We've the best
$3.50 Shoe made
We've the best
$4.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$5.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$6.00 Shoe made

ifWt7 SHOES
m

sta.

to

.:w:m.

M

ST

Jv-R-

m Girls

,

Best of Leathers and Best of
All widths and sizes.

Shoemak-ng-

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
--

u

1200.
notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and as Ugh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates art
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On

Win.

FAiAq

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

Phone 108.

The largest and the only

store

up-to-d-

Santa Fa.

im

ANCIENT

:- -:

PEARS

:-

jersey sweet
potatoes a
:

: :

"

'"

CRANBERRIES
Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.
Telephone
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INCORPORATED

Selkman Bros

1903.

Co,

SOLE AGENTS
FOR THE OELKBRATED

All

Young Mens & Boys

careful

SUITS

women use

WK CARRY THEMINAIJj
THE NEWEST PATTERNS
& STYLES,

Dent

TKADI MARK

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e- s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and ail Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: IflndHer-bin-e
the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Buy a suit for the boy
until you look over our

- PRICE

then compare

tock
PRICES

&

QUALITY.

VP
IJ

friends."

SCHOOL
SHOES

at

Good Wearers

SOc.

Me-

dium Prices.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

-

MO.

o

P. O. Box 219.
For

Sold

Half

a

and Recommended by

the Leading

Centnry

Phone No.

86.

Dry Goods House in tba City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

have undertaken ""to tell "hofnlhg "but
the truth."
"I'll do my best," answered the expert witness, "but I won't know how
far I have succeeded until I'm through
with the cross examination." Washington Star.

EconomyinFuel
Appearance

The Doubt.
Borrows By the way, Knox, did I
leave my umbrella at your office yesterday? Knox You left an umbrella,
but I don't know whether it was yours
or not. Exchange.
Thunder in September
good crop of grain and
next year. Old Proverb.

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a rAT re air

a

indicates

fruit for the

tuLLO

Tight Heaters

How's This?

ARMIES.

was buried in the desert sands of Africa by a south wind.
A short time after the taking of Babylon the forces of Cyrus consisted of
000.000 foot, 120,000 horse and 2,000
chariots armed with scythes.
Ninus, the Assyrian king, about 220
B. C, led against the Bactrians his
army, consisting of 1,700,000 foot soldiers, 200,000 horse and 16,000 chariots
armed with scythes.
When Xerxes arrived at Thermop
ylae his land and sea forces amounted
to 2,641,610, exclusive of servants, eunuchs, women, sutlers, etc., In all numbering 5,283.220. So say Herodotus,
Plutarch and Isocrates.

GRAPES

-:

M,

I. STABLISHED

1,200,000.
An army of Cambyses, 50,000 strong,

WHEAT

H".

OF POETS.

Ten thousand horse and 100,000 foot
fell on the fatal field of Issus.
The army of Artaxerxes before the
battle of Cunaxa amounted to about

AND
PEACHES

WAYS

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA" FE,

Tennyson, Artistically Fastidious, Wat
a Personal Sloven.
There is a sort of Idea In the public
mind that Ihe poet Is what scientists
call a "tlxed genius," that every poet
Is tlie exact counterpart of every other
poet. There is probably no class of
men in the world If class it can be
called whose members differ more
widely in personality.
Pope, for instance, was a miser.
Dryden, Sedley, Rochester and Shelley
seemed to have no use for money and
"splashed it about in the most insane
fashion. Shakespeare was a keen man
of business. Ilia contemporaries, IVr-iowand Massinger, did not leave
enough to have their bodies decently
burled.
Coming dowu to modern times, Tennyson was artistically the most delicate and fastidious of men. A mis-- '
placed comma, an epithet which was
not the perfection of expression, gave
him nights of insomnia.
Yet he was perhaps the most utterly
careless man of his generation regarding his personal appearance. Had he
not been carefully watched by his devoted wife, he would have been quite
content to wear a suit of clothes until
it dropped off him bit by bit in obedience to the law of gravitation.
A great admirer of Tennyson once
described his first meeting with the
great poet.
It occurred at a roadside public
house In the Isle of Wight. The lnte
laureate was seated by the kitchen
fire, with a short black clay pipe between his lips, burning grease spots
out of a pair of check trousers with
the point of a redhot poker.
It was probably Tennyson's "faculty
of silence" which helped him to secure
the friendship of the greatest talker
In both senses of the phrase of his
generation, Thomas Carlyle.
Carlyle had occasional fits of silence,
and he and Tennyson would sit on opposite sides of the hearth for six hours
nt a stretch without exchanging as
many words.
At the expiration of such a period
of silent intercommunication Carlyle
would knock the ashes out of his last
pipe and remark with every symptom
of the keenest intellectual satisfaction,
"Aye. Alfred, mon, we've had a glorious nieht!"
Tennyson's great and friendly rival,
Browning, was as different from him
in his personal peculiarities as he was
in point of genius.
He always looked as If he had just
been turned out of a bandbox. Tennyson was one of the most silent of
men, Browning one of the most ebullient and loquacious. Tennyson was
morose.
pessimistic and somewhat
Browning was always bursting with
optimism and expansiveness.--Chicag- o
Inter Ocean.
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THEY NEVER GO OUT

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, O.
known F.
have
the
We,
undersigned
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able td carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon tho blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- 'ipation.

If you want anything on

f-

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraf t
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

abce

cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortupate
in securing the agency for this line and respect1
fully invite inpection of same. Owing ta the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position1
to make exceedingly low prices.

The

Phone

try

New Mexican want '"ad."

No 14
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Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

SAVED HIS BOY'S LIFE.
d
"My
boy was badly
constipated, had a high fever and was
in an awful condition, I gave him two
DIAMONDS
doses of Foley's Orino Laxative and
-next
well.
the
morning he was entirely
Foley's Orino Laxative saved his life."
W:.aa.xf.ctMri of
A. Wolkush, Casimer, Wis. For sale RIGHT PRICES
Eyes Testes' and
Why Paper Cuts.
AM
Have you ever cut yourself with a by Stripling, Burrows & Co., successRIGHT GOODC
Fitted Bv Un-tpiece of paper? The edge of a piece of ors to The Ireland Pharmacy.
n
glazed paper looks much like that of
RIGHT SERVICE
Date Method.
knife under the microscope. Of course
the little teeth have not the strength
CUT GLASS. CHINA AND SIVERWArtE.
of steel, but if the edge of the paper is
846 8an Franciaco
8trtt, Santa Fs. N. M.
drawn swiftly over the finger. without
much pressure that peculiar property of
IN THE CATRON BLOCK
matter called inertia comes into play,
and the tender teeth' will cut the flesh
before they are broken. The srtme prop- Show Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
10c
erty it. is which allows a candle to be Admission
shot through a one inch plank or per-- '
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
MATINEE.
mits a bullet to pass through a pane
at
3:30
of glass without shattering it, leaving Saturday
5c
only a clean, round hole. C. II. Claudy Children
In St. Nicholas.
STUDIES
three-year-ol-

H C.

YONT7

WATCHES
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No. 40.

JEWELERY-

BIJOU THEATER

I CALL AND SEC FOB YOURSELF I

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

!

I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Lea ther Ebony
Goods.

Lincoln and a Suit of Clothes.
On one occasion a judge was ill and,
being unable to sit in a case, delegated
Lincoln to hear the matter. The account of a guardian was in question.
He had paid $28 for a suit of clothes
for his ward and justified it (in the
ground that it was a necessary expense. Lincoln held against the guard-Iaon the ground that it was an extravagant expenditure and in passing
on the case stated that he had never in
his life owned a suit of clothes that
cost $28. ,

MANUFACTURER

mMjmmjmemjmumg

JEWELER
i

Wasn't Sure.
"KememberJ' said. the. lawyer, "you

NO. 213.

monday, wednesday and
Friday:

TONIGHT'S

vnmrrc ditadtuia
.v.v.rv

II

PROGRAM

SEPT.

i.

"Miss Molds Puppets."
"Knowing Birds."
"Dumb Heroes."

Illustrated Song "Where the Silvery
Colorado Winds Its Way.

t i

ft"

1st.

.

K0Rf,BKLARS BROTHER HERMES,

PRESIDENT.

J

TOILET ARTICLES
&PERF UMERY

HUMUTS
PHONE,

entire change of program

n

S. Spitz
i

i

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

PHONE.

N0 2J3.

Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec. Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.

J

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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TIME TABLEAU- - LINfcS.
entering and Leaving Santa Fe

Com-

plied According to Scedulo of
Trains Now in Effect.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 v. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives In Santa
Fe at 5:25 . m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
at 10:45 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound, arrives In Santa
Fe 3:40 p. m.

For Dyspepsia and Indigestion.
If you suffer from Indigestion or Dyspepsia; if you are
annoyed with gas on the stomach, fulness after eating,'
belching, sour stomach, heartburn, etc., a few doses of
Kodol will relieve you.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
.Ho. 720 'f
4:20 p. m.
,
722
Ho.
7:40 p. m.
.No. 724
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
Ho. 721
6:50 p. m.
Ho. 723
10:55
p. m.
725
Ho.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3. Limited, west, at
Lamy.
Ho. 722 connects with No. 1. west, at
Lamy.
Ho. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
Ho. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8. east- bound.

If you knew as well as we do how rood a. preparation Kodol Is for Indigestion and dyspepsia it
would be unnecessary for us to guarantee a single
bottle.
But to get you to know how (rood It Is as well
as we know, we practically will purchase the first
bottle for you.
You wonder, perhaps, how we can afford to
make such an oner It 1b because we have absolute confidence In the honesty and fairness of the
public

v

We know there are thousands of persons who
Buffer from indigestion and dyspepsia who would
be grateful to us for putting them in touch with
Kodol.

That Is

why.

Furthermore, we know that after you have
used Kodol your faith In the preparation will be
equal to ours.
This proposition we make is not altogether
unselfish, but it is actuated by the knowledge
that the use of Kodol by you will benefit you as
well as ourselves.
How could we afford to make such an offer
to the public, and how could we afford to spend
thousands of dollars to tell you about it unless we
positively knew and were sure of the merit of

Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passen
gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from

the east

Kodol.

blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
lean Printing company.

the Famous Falstaff

it would bankrupt

We couldn't

and

Beep

KRICK
HENRY
Sole Agent for
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
Water.

SODA WATER,
ou Oealr

Any Flavor

9Htt

Order Filled lor Amr Amu.
IttMUee.
will ftaceivt Prow

Phone 38.
fmt7umt vnu

TO AND FROM RO SWELL.
Connection mcde with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
utomobile leaves Torrance for Itos-weat 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
tetween Santa Fe and Torrance is
$5.80 p.nd between Torrance and Roswell, ?10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. 'W. Stockard, manager
I Automobile Line.
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CORRICK CARRIAGE
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Our Guarantee
Get a dollar bottle of Kodol, and do It Vday.
Don't delay. And If you can honestly say that!
you did not receive any benefits from it after you
have used the entire bottle the druggist will refund .your money to you without question or
delay. We will pay trie druggist the price of th
bottle purchased by you.
Any druggist will give you Kodol on these
terms, because he kuows our guarantee Is good.
The tl.00 bottle contains 2 times as much as
the 60o bottle.
Kodol Is prepared at the laboratories of X. O.

lu

Lin

120 San Francisco St
1

32 Black for Carriages.
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dress:

ANT0NI0IJ0SEPH, Proprietor.M
Taot
OloCallenle,

county,

ft-

-

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent.

DeWitt & Os., Chicago.

GRADE

TEAS.

with a view to matrv
5 come attentions
foi
Dunn was sent to

prison
niony.
eighteen months, although there is no
doubt that lie was, while sane in othet
matters, perfectly crazy on the subject
us she waa
of Miss r.urded-Couttthen, and particularly on the subject of
her fortune. Chicago Tribune.

Some That Never Get Beyond the
Boundaries of China.
"Many of the highest grade Chinese
teas never leave the country that Is,
are never exported in commercial quantities," says a writer. "Tea specialists
In Europe and America manage to obtain specimens through corresponding
firms In Chinese export centers, but
these samples are not for sale. These
rare teas are preserved for occasional
comparison and testing with the general commercial teas. They are known
as 'unexportod teas.' I have known of
only one person outside of the tea producing countries who supplies the
trade of the general public with specimens of the rare teas. His pried
range from $75 to $100 a pound.
"As not even an expert can safely
udge such tea by Its appearance alouo,
it is necessary to taste it In the cup before purchasing. The vender can hard- afford to dispense this $100 tea gra
tuitously, so a charge of $1 to $1.50 a
cup is made, und as a judiciously prepared Infusion allows the making oi
about 200 cups from a pound of ten
the profit from this tasling is almost
gigantic. On rare occasluns exception
ally valuable teas sold flt auction iu
London have brought from $225 t;:
$275 a pound.
"Rut t.'aesf fancy teas almost lit
erally worth their weight in gold are
rarely seen by ordinary people. They
are preserved In sealed glass jars in
the safes of the tea specialists who
own them. Such exceptional teas are
worth the high valuation, placed upon
them."Chicago Sews.

A.

W.
627 wan

Francises

Str&

Time to Compromise.
In Mcintosh county, Ga., there was
a lawsuit about a cow. The cow was
dead, but the lawsuit went on. It wm
decided by the justice of the peace, apBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
pealed, remanded, decided again and
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Game .
once more appealed and remanded. This
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Best of Everything In
Um.
went on until the case came hack to
thp squire for the eleventh time. It
was a jury case, and when the last
trial was on the squire iistonished the
attorney by announcing an Indefinite
postponement, saying:
"This case has exhausted the whole
:: ::
U. 8. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
jury venire of the comity, and you will
have to wait until the wining generaService Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
tion gets old enough for jury duty."
for the Butck, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
Agents
w
Then the litigants t'ompromised.--NeFull equipment of modern Cars In
ind Ki8el Automobiles.
York Sun.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert ChaufDe Nerval's Pet Lobster.
e and all pointB In the Estancla Val feurs Jn charge of every Car. Seats
A few days before Gurard de Nerval
reserved on Auto by applying to
and western New Mexico.
ley
a
was found dead in
narrow, dirty
Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Hyn
Automobiles
leave
street of l'aris he wad' seen walklnc
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
In the Palais l.oyal, dragging after
El
Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
him by means of a bine ribbon a live
Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
Rallwaj
him
lobster. To a friend who accused
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv amount of Baggage can be carrier
of madness he replied: "Why Is a lobster imy more ridieuloiH than a cat, or ing at Roawell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
a (b. or a gazelle or any other beast
J. W. STOCKARD
that will follow man? Besides, I eujoj
the company of lobsters. They are
quiet: they are serious; they know th
secrets of the sea; they do not bark.
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At the Breakfast Table.

"What a lovely morning!'' said moth
er ns she seated herself behind the

WAITER.

OUR PLAGE

the
"And yesterday
cuns.
rain!"
man
weather
prophesied
U
An Enviable Job, His, According
Bobby (aged four) The newspapers
One of the Profession.
don't
always know what God's golntf
FAL8TAFF BOTTLED BEEN.
Why do the young meu of America to do, do they, mamma?
Womau'fc
ANY
QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP
the
said
sneer at the waiter's calling?"
Home Companion.
swallowtail
black
man
iu
the
quiet
coat. "A waiter can travel all over
When a teacher finds a roguish pupil
the world, become a superb linguist
real hard he alwnys feels th
studying
week
a
to
$50
and easily earn from $2."
of
his chair belore he tits dowA WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
bottom
IN M
SANTA
Yet the young clerk or salesman, wiU)
Exchange.
at
eight per' and no future, sneers
him.
"When I was n young c'tap my good
More Than Enough Is Too Much.
mother wanted me to tak'j u job in a
maintain health, a mature man
To
Not
tfor anything and everything appertaining to Printimt or Bindin
department store selling eollars.
to
I. I said I'd be a waiter. And my or woman needs, just enough food
rail
the New Mexican Printing Company.
on
.
mother was shocked.
repair the waste and supply energy and
trav
I
habitual
The
a
me.
consumption
As
heat.
waiter
look
at
"Yet
body
One winter I'm of more food than Is necessary for
el wherever I wish.
in Egypt, the next on the Riviera, tin these nurnoses Is the tirime cause of
next in Kjine. Spring Innh me iu stomach troubles, rheumatism anddis
Paris, anil thence I leap the channel ie orders of the kidneys. If troubled with
New Mexico Military Institute
time for the London season. In the indigestion, revise your diet, let rea
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
autumn I am back iu. America agair son and not appetite control and take
with full pockets.
a few doses of fjhamberlain's Stomach
"I have learned French, German am and Liver Tablets and you will soon
Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
I have made friends wit!'
Italian.
irmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
be all right again. For sale by all
many rich, intelligent, amiable people
A."
I have seen the world, and I earn
Through Academic course, preparing young H
year. Yet clerks and couiitei
n for college or for business life. Great
m
New
Mexican
The
company
printing
jumpers think they can sneer at mo has
and
sale
for
and
of open air work. Healthlets location
mount
ready
New
They had better learn my trade."
correct compilations of the territorial
of any Military School in the Union. Located
York Press.
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
n the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
the territorial road laws, pprlce 50
' She Had Many Suitors.
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
cents, and of the territorial mining
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Napoleon. 111., when he was living ir
50 cents per copy. These
laws,
T
.
0 ,
London; the Duke d'Aumale, Lord can beprice
f
ittle rain or snow during session.
In
per
purchased by applying
lieaconslield and many other eonsplc
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduoffice
of
the
son
or
the
at
by mall
nous figures of the nineteenth century
,
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
company.
are on record as having been among
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
the suitors for the hand of Miss Bur
To quickly check a cold, druggists
and modern in all respects.
who afterward becam
I
a clever
r'
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REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W,
baroness, and it Is doubtful whether are dispensing everywhere,
Pre
called
Tablet
Cure
Cold
Candy
G, Hamilton, Vice President! J, Phelps White,
any woman ever received w large
number of matrimonial offers as th ventlcs. Preventlcs are also fine for
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
baroness.
fact, they became a posl feverish children. Take Preventlc at
feA Filyan
tlve nuisance, and In 1847 she was the sneeze stage, to head off colds
For particulars an1 illustrated catalogue
compelled to bring legal proceedings Box of 48 25c. Stripling, Burrows &
address.
against a lawyer of the name of Rich Co., successors to The Ireland Pharm
COLJAt. W. WILLSON,
ard Dunn, who, according to ths acy. '
Superintendent
for
eight
terms of the Indictment, had
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her
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Subscribe
for
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Call op

est alkalin Hot Springs In the worlo.
The efficiency of these watsrs has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to In ths following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease
of the Kidneys, 8yphilltic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, CaWrh, La
stc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 psr
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe raln upon request This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
Caliente can leave 8anta Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars ai'

FE

-

Haek

'A

Send for what

yoa want Telephone orders promptly tilled and
and Delivered.

HIGH

THE

Prescription Compounding a Specialty

Ring: or

The
celebrated Hot Springs are located Jn the midst of tht Ancient Cliff
ml let west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, ana about twelve miles from Bar-ne8tation, on the Denver ana" Rio
Grand Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stags runs to th springs.
The temperature of these waters. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
sarbonlc Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for th convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, ars not accepted. These
watsrs contain 1,626.24 grains of alka
line salts to tne gallon, being the rich- -

SFRIfJGS.

FOR SALE BY THE ZOOK PHARMACY
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And All kmoi of Mineral
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But we know the merits of Kodol and we want
you to know.
A perfect digester must contain many Ingredients each in proper proportion.

MeX'

It must be a liquid, because all those ingredients cannot be put Into dry form.
It must be able, to digest any food, or any
mixtures of food, and completely.
Kodol does that even in a glass test tube.
No other digester can.
Kodol alone does all of the work. It stops all
irritation, and gives the stomach complete rest.
It has taken us years to get a perfect digester,
but we certainly have It now,
Please try it today at our risk.
It means more than relief. It means that the
stomach will do Its own work far sooner than
you'll expect.
Kodol digests all the food you tat.
Eat what you want and let Kodol digest It.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreaa.

Editor.

MAX. FROST,

Entered as Second Class Matt6r
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail
rfer
by
Daily,
year,

at the Santa Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00
.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
in New Mexico.

'

It is sent to

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

Um for the position. He
neither brains, nor ability, nor official
exiierkmce, nor knowledge of
public affairs, knows nothing of the
laws of the land, nor any idea or meeting Mite big men of the nation and in
Congreps than he has of what is in
the moon.
He has a very strong faculty of going about the territory of New Mexico
and slandering, blaspheming and abusing falsely his opponent, W. H. Andrews, who has made a splendid record and who has achieved so many
beneficial acts for New Mexico inth-- '
Fifty-nintand Sixtieth Congresses
that it makes the noble, saintly and
kingly Spaniard and his gangster adherents, sick to the stomach and ven
omous in the mind.

recommend

circulation

i
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N. M.t

Dona Ana and Bernalillo counties by
very large majorities, with good
chances in San Juan, in Mora, in
Guadalupe, in Lincoln, Otero and Sierra. It is conceded that the Democrats
will carry Quay, Chaves, Eddy, Luna
Grant and Roosevelt counties but, by
reduced majorities. Politicians well
acquainted with political conditions
figure at least three thousand majorit v for statehood
and Andrews and
n'obably five thousand.

Professional Cards

h

ATTORN

EYS-AT-LA-

MAX FROST
Attornty-at-Lr'

NewMexIco
the third prox'mo, the flapta F and
the
this
of
Wt
pRiCHARD
great
country
people
Law ,
citizens of New Mexico will make the
Attorney and Counselor at
Courts
District
the
all
in
choice. It is up to them.
Practices
and gives special attention to cases
THE before tha Territorial Supreme court
VOTERS SHOULD ELECT
N M.
Office- Lausrhlln Blk.. Santa
SANTA FE COUNTY REPUBLIOn Tuesday,

Q-

NATIONAL TICKET.

REPUBLICAN

William Howard Tuft, of Ohio.
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York
For
Congress W. H. Andrews.
For Delegate to Sixty-firs- t

For President

-

Vic-Preside-

on

REPUBLICAN COUNTY TICKET.

Llember Council From Santa Fe and Snndoval Counties

T. B. Catron of Santa Fe.
E. A. Miora, Cuba.
Fe and Smdoval Countie
Santa
From
Mfir.-House
Member House From Santa Fe County R. L. Baca, of Santa Fe.
Irobate .hido Victor Ortega, of Chimayo.
Probate Clerk George W. Arniijo, of Santa Fe.
Sheriff Charles C. Closson, of Santa Fe.
Assessor Trinidad Alarid, of Clenega.
Collector Celso Lopez, of Santa Fe.
Treasurer and
term)
CcmmiFloner. Second District Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo.
Commissioner, Third District Alfred Lucero. of Santa Cruz.
Schools John V. Conway of Santa Fe.
County SiDerintendent of
County Surveyoi Wendell V. Hall, of Santa Fe.
LARRAZOLO, THE GftEAT TAX
CODGER.

As the campaign

advance.? the bad

record of the Democratic

would-b- e

delegate, Octaviano A. Larrazolo, is becoming more marked and clear. This
is especially the case in tax matters.
Yesterday the New Mexican published
an official statement from Hon.
Romero, treasurer and
collector of San Miguel county,
proving that the noble and saintly
Spaniard is about as bi.g a tax dodger as there is in the territory. He
has never iiaid one cent of taxes although he has been in the territory
fourteen years and is a property owner. Yet he has had the cheek and
impertinence to run for delegate
twiice on the Democratic ticket, posing as an honest citizen and a patriotic man. The fact that he is a tax
dodger j?hows plainly and conclusively
that he is not an honest citizen but
is dishonest and dishonorable, avoiding his taxes, although he is required
a
by law to pay such. That sort of
shyster would cut a dandy figure in
the Congress of the United States,
would he not? Is it not very reasonable
to suppose that the President of the
- United States, the heads of the department, and XJ. S. representatives in
the next Congress will have neither
political or social intercourse with
such a tax dodger and gangster and a
man who has no more regard for his
country, his territory and his county
than to become delinquent in the paying of just and legal taxes for fourteen
long years? Here is a recommendation that will kick him out of Congress should he by the silly actions
of prejudiced voters be unfortunately
elected to that honorable position on
November the third, next.
Here is a nut to crack for the Hon.
HarvyB. Fergusson, who poses as an
honorable man. Kow can he justly and
fairly support such a tax dodger and
such a man who cares so Mttle for
his territory, his county and his precinct as to dodge legal taxes necessary

Eu-geni- o

col-los-

WILLIAM

CAN COUNTY TICKET.

ernment, for helping the school children to receive an education, for the
of the courts, of the
maintenance
jails, of the charitable institutions, and
of the general objects of the territorial, county and precinct governments.
It is probably because a good
many of them are in the same boat
and it i? well known that "foul birds
of a feather flock together."
The New Mexican
presents the
facts in this case as they are taken
from the official records and they cannot be denied successfully, although
the lying Democratic gangsters who
control the machine of that party in
this territory will endeavor to do so.
In their political
they
campaigns'
know not the truth from false
hood and whenever a ile or a falsehood suits them, and that is quite often, they use it with great gusto and
with pleasure because it is very
natural to them.
The New Mexican will have more to
say upon this important subject before the campaign closes.
IT IS UP TO THE CITIZENS OF
NEW MEXICO TO DO RIGHT.

Eight more days from today

and

The candidates
the Republican ticket in the county of Santa Fe
from top to bottom are far superior to
slate. Mr.
those on the Democratic
Mr.
Mlera
Catron
and
have
L. Baca
Ramon
no
opposition.
to
the people of
has
proven
this
three terms of
county in
the assembly, serving in the House
of Renresentatives and the last time
as speaker, that he Is competent to
accomplish great beneficial results for
the capital of New Mexico and the
county. His opponent has been in
the territory but a few months and
does not understand conditions nor
does he know anything about tho peo
ple or what they desire.
Sheriff Charles C. Closson has made
a fine record while nothing can be said
in favor of his opponent for the office.'
Celso Lopez has proven himself an
honorable, honest and efficient county
treasurer and collector, while his op
ponent's record need not be discussed.
As mayor and county commissioner it
is too well known.
George W. Armijo as probate clerk,
has proven himself competent and at
tentive. He has had the experience
and will make a still better record,
while his opponent is not known and
has no qualifications for the office.
Trinidad Alarid is a respectable
man who for twenty years held creditably the office of auditor of the territory and will bring great and neces
sary experience to the assessor's of

H. H.

LLEWELLYN

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico
A. W. POLLARD

La? Crucen

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney, Luna County.

New Mexico

Demin?

EDWARD C. WADE.
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in he Supreme and DIsfMot Pnnrta of the Territory, in tot
Prr.hnto Pourt.s and before the TJ, S
Snrwovnr fiennral and U. S. Land

Offices.
Tjaa

New Mexico

Cnicps.

old-time-

.

Practice

In

the

-

:

year

2

1-- 4

sub-Ftitut- e

1-- 4

1-- 4

4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

Gre-gori-

o
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District and
Prompt and careful
Fu-nre-

Courts.
nttpntion .riven to all business.
New Mexico
Santo Fe
A. B.

FIRST NATIONAL

THE

RENEHAN

BAflH

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supremo and District Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron block.

In
1870
The oldett banking Institution In New Mexico, Established
H.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
VAUGHN. Cashier.
JOHN

New Mexico
Santa Fe,
CHARLES F, EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)

LEVI

A. HUGHES, Vice

President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier

Attorney-at-La-

Ana,

Attorney Eighth District,
Lincoln and Otero coun-

Las Cruces,

New Mexico

District
Dona

ties.

J
'

Attorney-at-La-

I Capital Stock $150,000.

Transacts

I money
I

on

Loan
general banking business in all Its branches.
the most favorable terms on all klnaa of personal and col- -

stocks

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

I
I

I

1

undivided Profits, 163,508.

Surplus nn4

a

markets for

In all

and

exchange

foreign

4

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ae are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The benk
ixecutes all orders of its patrons In he banking line, and aiir.s to

xtend to them as liberrl treatment

In all

respects, as

Is

consistent

with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public
respectfully solicited.

3

THE
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

HARVIE DUVAL.
Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special attention to perfecting titles and organ
izing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
H. M. DOUGHERTY

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
0

Santa Fe, Mew Mexico.

Attorney-at-La-

Washington Avenue

T

the Supreme aad Dis
Practices
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
in

AMKWIOAJT AFfD

New Mexico
Socorro.
CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys ana Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
L. O. FULLEN
Attorney-- Law
District Attorney Ninth

UHOPBAN PLAst

--

Office

District.

over First National Bank.
New Mexico

Roswell,

rNff?w?Jttl, KW HOTEL W

WILLIAM M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining uu Land Law.

('

t-Law

Nw

Taos,

Mexico

C. W. G. WARD.

Territorial District Attorney for San
Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico
M. C.

MECHEM.

Attorney-at-Law-

Tucumcari,

.

New Mexico

C. J. Roberts.
G. Northcutt
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
Attorneys at Law.
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
Colorado.
H. R. PUTNAM
U. S. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer;
Lor.ns and Real Estate.
New Mexico.
Texico,
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico, promptly, answered.
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
Bonds and Investments.
for the Third
U. S. Commissioner
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Eastern and local bank references.

PROPRIETOR.

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample IoDms
Long Distance Telephone Station.
?

4

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

Short Order Department Open Day and

a Good One.

Might,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

Jesse

o

so-call-

, . For Chronic Diarrhoea.
"While in the army of 18C3 I was
taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
George M. Felton of South Gibson, Pa.
"I have since tried many remedies but
without any permanent relief until Mr.
A. W. Miles of this place persuaded
me to try Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
CONY T. BROWN
and Diarrhoea Remedy, one bottle of
Mining Engineer,
which stopped It at once." For sale by
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi- all druggists.
co School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro,
FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
(Notice For Publication.)
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
October 20th, 1908..
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Luciana
Lujan, widow of Dolores Tafoya. of
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Santa Fe, N. M., has filed notice of
Notary Public
her intention to make final five-yeOffice with the New Mexican Printproof in support of his claim, viz:
ing Company.
Homestead Entry No. 7G80 (02222)
Santa Fe
New Mexico made October 15, 1903, for the SE
SW
Sec. 22, SW
SE
Sec, 23,
Served as coffee, the new coffee
Sec. 2G and NE
NW
NW
known to srocer'g everywhere NE
Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range
us Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, will 10 E., and that said proof will be made
trick even a coffee expert. Not a grain before Register or Receiver, at Santa
jf real coffee in it either. Pure, health- Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 190S.
ful toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc, have
She names the following witnesses
been so cleverly blended as to give a to prove her continuous residence upwonderfully satisfying coffee taste and on, and cultivation of the land, viz:
flavor. And it is "made in a minute,"
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo,
too! No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boilLujan and Isabel Tafoya, all of
ing. Test it and see. Dr. Shoop creat- Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ed Health Coffee that the people might
MANUEL R. OTERO,
have a genuine coffee substitute, and
Register.
one that would be thoroughly satisfying in every possible respect. Sold by
If you want anything on earth try
Cartwright-Davi- e
Co.
:?;f--'
New Mexican want ."ad."

E. C. ABBOTT

'

t.

'

OSTEOPATHY
A. WHEELON
treats acuta and
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs or
medicines. No charge for consult.
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
Hours:
m., 1', o. m. 'Phone 15(1.
DR. CHARLES

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in the District Court and
Court3 of the Territory.
Supreme
Prompt attention given to all busifice.
ness.
J. V. Conway has proven himself a Lincoln County.
New Mexico
competent, painstaking county school
CLANCY
FRANK W.
superintendent for four years and if
Attorney-at-Lawil!
elected
make a still better record
For Second Judic
District,
Attorney
in the coming two years. His opponent
in the District
Practices
District.
ial
is not known to have ability or qualiCourt and the Supreme Court of the
fication for the position.
also before the United
Victor Ortega has made a fair, just Territory;
States Supreme Court in Washington.
and able probate judge while the can
New Mexico
didate on the Democratic ticket is un Albuquerque,
known and does not compare with
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorneyi-at-LaJudge Ortega in ability or manhood.
Jose Ortiz y Pino is a young man of
Practice in the District Courts as
fine character, ability and integrity. well as before the Supreme Court if
The candidate opposed to him has no the Territory.
New Mexteo
qualifications and no one could tell Las Cruces
what he would do in that important
MARK B. THOMPSON

the sixteen millions of voters of the
United States will decide who it shall
be; Taft and Sherman, prosperity, increase in populatdon, splendid industrial manufacturing and business conditions, peace, plenty and harmony,
or Bryan and Kern and with them office.
hard times, decrease in population, deAlfredo Lucero is one of the bright
pression and slow manufacturing, est young merchants in the county, is
poor business conditions, strife, scar- also a farmer who has a nice business
city of money and work and bitter at Santa Cruz. He is greatly interested
hatred between the sections of the in the well
being of this county and its
country and the people of the states. citizens and being a man of very good
In New Mexico it will either be
character can be depended upon to
statehood, Andrews and Republican what is
right for the best interests of
success, advancement, prosperity pro- the
and the people. His opponcounty
gress, high prices of land, cattle sheep ent is an unknown young man who,
coal, gold, silver, copper, lead and it is believed, has no
qualifications for
zinc ores, timber, fruits and agriculthe position.
tural products, or Larrazolo and his
Wendell V. Hall, for county surveydespicable gang of yellow sheet dogs or, has
a'ready made a splendid recand copper heads in human form, refor
ord
the position and naturally
for the support of the governments trogression in the prices of land, for
should
be
Mr.
honest
call
that
Do you
named?
cattle, sheep, gold, copper, silver, lead
a
The New Mexican, which paper
and zinc, .timber and fruits.
Fergusson? Do you call that sort of
the best interests
tax dodging gangster fit for the halls In addition, under state government has always
the
to
the
the genuine prosperreal
advance,
to
and
suggest
of Congress
and with Republican state officials and
SOO.OOn people
of
this county, and
this
capital,
the
ity
for
laws
of
the
the
Congress
Andrews,
at heart, urges
territory
of the Sunshine Territory and to rec- people will enjoy a sound, energetic, this
of this city and counommend to the President important competent, honest, public spirited and the voters
of this city and the
those
should
office
Bryan
ty
to
especially
patriotic
appointments
and
men and
business
owners,
successful
property
unfortunately be
AVith Larrazolo's election there wi'l
vote
to
the
citizens
for
voters,
solidly
good
prejudiced
Larrazolo
by
should
be nothing of that kind as statehood
who do not understand the real situa- cannot and will not come to the peo- statehood and Andrews and the Republican nominees for the county and legtion, be elected as de'egate?
ple of the territory under Larrazolo islative tickets.
the
property
Neither the incoming Republican adThe patriotic citizens,
.
Conowners and the taxpayers of the ter-- ministration nor the Sixty-firs- t
a candidate gress will do ausht for the people of
such
In addition to having been a year
should
give
ritory
the boot and kick him out of the p- the Sunshine Territory except what is of marvelous growth for eastern New
olitical arena in a great hurry. He is absolutely necessary for the main- Mexico, 1908 has been noteworthy alnot deserving the support of honest tenance of the territorial govern- so on account of the destruction
dodg- ment and that without thanks, without wrought by wind and water in that
and patriotic citizens. The tax what-ever
the wishes or desires of Larrazolo and part of the territory. In Union county,
er is like a poisonous snake,
kills.
and
should he unfortunately for the terri- Folsom and Clayton suffered fatalithe strikes he poisons
the
of
the
for
good
no
tory and injuriously to the people ies and great loss of property from
regard
He has
of the succeed in having the election stolen wind and flood, in Roosevelt county,
community, the advancement
commonwealth or the rights of pro- for him would prove of no good in the Sunnyside was partly destroyed by a
to be a national
capital in any manner or di- tornado, and now Tucumcari, Quay
perty. A man who is supposed
man
of ed- rection except in that of filling his county, reports a storm that caused
a
to
be
claims
who
lawyer
ucation and a fine talker, who poses own pockets to the detriment of the loss of life and property. To
this appears like a climatological
as a saint, who says, "I am better patriotic and loyal people of the territhat tory. It would be the making of money change for it was New Mexico's boast
than thou," who tells the people
Mexico in large sums by one man namely, the formerly that it suffered less from
he is the only man in New
his grand, noble and saintly Spaniard who floods and wind than any other comfit to represent them, who abuses
head
him
are
above
has never in all his life made a monwealth. But this is a fallacy. The
opponents who
a eTiniilders in everything that goes thousand dollars because he could not, eastern plains and mesas have been
to make good men, valuable citizens had not the capacity, but would get always swept by severe gusts of winds
'and efficient and successful officials, 'his pay from the federal treasury but formerly there were no towns and
but is in reality a miserable and low which he would consider a fortune, homes to destroy, no newspapers to
tax dodger who owes the people four- which he would save and which he report tornadoes and cyclones, and
teen years taxes on his property and would live on, if it could be for the therefore the impression of immunity,
which, howevet, was only apparent
'who will not pay the just burdens of next two hundred years.
This is trte proposition" in a nut and not real, has been prevalent.
taxation vand government is certainvotes of reputable, shell. Why should the sixty thousand
ly not fit for the
voters in New Mexico sacrifice their
conscientious. and patriotic. citizens.
Very satisfactory reports from all
Aisremitable gangsters own well being, their prosperity, their parts of the territory reach the ediwell-to-dwho contlolthe Democratic machine own chances for becoming lives- un- torial office of the New Mexican to
comfortable
of
for living
Democracy
the effect ;.that the prospects for Rej and
and "boss the
dod-- , der
a state government in order to publican victory are improving in a
New? Mexico and support this tax
his taxi let Larrazolo make a few thousand very1 gratifying way In nearly every
per had. a word to say about
will carry
dollars to spend on himself and the County. The Republicans
the
and
'shame,
dodging proclivities
him?
nominated
who
a
such
Rio
San
Colfax,
Taos,
to
Union,
gangsters
Arriba,
and disgrace that attach
Torrance
goes'
Santa
dollars
Sandoval,
without
and
Fe,
well
known
Is
few
a
Miguel,
It
not
wil!
pay
man who
for the support of this gov contradiction that he has nothing to Lincoln, Valencia, McKinley, Socorro,
T)er
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Hotel Coronado Ik Cafe.
Oie of the Most Dp

Start Order Restaurants in tie City

to-fla- te

OPEN FROM

--

5,30 in the morning to a.m.
1

CENTRAL LOCATION.
THE ONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUNS A CHARCOAL' BROILER'
'
'
(
Prices are Reasonable
'
K. O. Meats alway s on hand
Ever thing in the season
Rooms in connection, 50c and & up Hot Cold Water Batht
-

Electric lights.

Q. LUPE

HERRERA,

Every room good one,

Proprietor,

8anta

F,

.'

.
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Tompe, a resident of Denver,
spent yesterday and today in the city
THE
on .business., lie was registered at. the
Palace.
v
Mrs. E. F. Howes, of Alamosa, has
her name on the Claire hotel register. She came here on personal business.
Tonias Treso. who is in business at
MISS. A- - MUGLER.
Alcalde, spent, yesterday and today in
the Capital City and had a room at the
Stop aud figure out
til
fr"
If you are toritty, you have some of your money left over.
Claire.
how
much money you
.
1.1
The extra inooey is the foundation for future riches, if you
Ramon dare la y Maestas, of Pojoa-que- ,
if
would
V
save
amount
cut
will oniy persistently save it. What if it does only
you
spent yesterday in town visiting
V
"
1
relatives and purchasing ranch sup- Fe to the varlout-post- s
to a few dimes or nickels a day-the- re
are going to be a great
in Xew Mexico,
fuel bills right in
your
Arizona and Western Texas. Ho is a
plies.
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
E. M. Buriress registered from Den- - very fine officer and a gentleman and
two, and still doubled
sum.
into
a
grow
good large
some
ver
hotel,
Claire
at
last
the
the
of
old
timers in th? city and
;
evening
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
the heating power of
Business affairs brought him to the throughout the territory still reniem- mean
financial
whole
condition;
Might
might change your
ber him very pleasantly.
city.
your co.il. TI12 result
,
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
M r. and
Mrs. .7. J. Hernandez of
Governor George Curry. Delegate
will be the strongest of
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
Trinidad, Colorado, are In the city on W. H. Andrews, Chairman H. O. Bur- all arguments why you
a vifit. to friends. They are guests at cum and other Republican speakers,
the Xonnandie;
visited various towns in the county of
ought to own a Wilson
P. P. Canfield, hai'ing from Kansas Socorro today among them
Socorro.
Hot Blast Heater. It i
Why it just means making a man of you.
City, was among yesterday's arrivals San Marcial, San Antonio, Magdalena
k,)sZ:vZ-,tV
at the Palace hotel. He came to the in all of which
k,:t
Making you free to do as you wish.
largely attended
f-constructed upon en- r,
;fi..
and enthusiastic Republican meetings
Capital on business..
Making you and your family happy and contented.
1). I j, Williams, a farmer near Glor- - were livid and speeches made by the
printirely original
ieta, spent the day here on .personal gentlemen named. The meetings were
ciples, which are so
business and purchasing supplies. He well attended and many Republican
votes were gained. Socorro county, so
registered at the Claire.
thoroughly efficient
Ehle and say those who know conditions, is
TRUST
THE UNITED STATES
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
and practical r.s to
baby have gone to El Paso to spend good for from COO to 1,000 majority for
4
ACCOUNTS.
on
Time
and
SAVINGS
the winter for the benefit of Mr. Ehle's statehood, Andrews and the legislative
make the Wilson the
pays percent interest
.and the chi'd's health.
and county Republican tickets.
greatest heater in the
F. Hubbell, the Lincoln, Nebraska,
busi-j
wool buyer, was looking after
On Pg Eight)
world. Chief among
(Continue
ness affairs in the Capital today. Hej
these is the famous
The Bon Ton restaurant is now un- is registered at the Claire.
J. P. Livingston registered from der the management of Hugh F.
at the Claire hotel last night. Val. who has bought. out the interest
He came to look after business affairs of John V. Conway. It will be known
in which he In interested.
hereafter as the Capital Cafe and a
Ala- - specialty will be made of both short
Miss Graves of Montgomery,
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
bama, registered at the Palace hotel orders and regular meals. It is Mr.
through which all gases gcnerat'.vl are
B9J661ES.
yesterday. Miss Graves is a tourist DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a
burned, eliminating nil waste.
restaurant.
enroute to the Pacific coast.
strictly first-clas- s
A. J. Jansen, a Chicago citizen,
Its MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In ycur bin, and COMFORT In your home
was among last night's arrivals at the
ftoowna Wilson-SE- E
US WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
Claire hotel and looked after personal
MaipV0oneNo83:ited
WE
SELL
FURNITURE 0n,ylnCt0h,TPc,rttJ! Stock
business affaiirs in the capital today.
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
James P. Franklin, who lives near
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.
A. M. Dettelbach Manager.
Gallinas on a farm, looked after perP.
sonal business today in the Capital.
He was a guest at the Xormandie.
WE LEAD, OTHERS FOLLOW.
. s&bul
Miss Katherine Blacholn of Union-town- ,
swjk
M
4L.iT.
d
Pennsylvania, was among last
V 9 9 WWwV SI
"W" W
EM
night's arrivals at the Palace. Miss
Blacholn is touring the great South- BmSK4iLXOi3&!JJ
fwest.
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
J. P. McXulty, manager of the
American Turquoise company atCer-rillos- ,
PICTURES.
wh: you strike thia establishment.
was here today on personal
"The Little Dectective."
We handle iiothinK but
business. He stopped at the Hotel
"The Water Sulfite."
FIRST-CLASFLOUR AND FEED Claire.
J. H. B. Gilmour, a ranchman on
Bob White is Whistling
TLose who have dealt with us don't the upper Pecog, spent yesterday and Song "When
in
Meadow."
the
s
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
have to be told how excellent our spe- - today in the city and purchased
are: And those who don't lpiieS- - He was registered at the
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINESS, RE"Biscuits Like Mother Used to Make"
out flour and feed are losing 0nado.
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
of
Seven
Dance
or
the
"SALOME,
something every day they remain un- j Anthony Dockweiler, of Cowles, a
DEAL OF TIME.
Veils."
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
acquainted. If you ar one of these ranchero on the Pecos Xational For- STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
you should give us a trial order at egt was registered at, the Coronadji
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAY3
one.
.today. He came to tne cnty on omciai'
Change of Program Every
business.
MONDAY
AND THURSDAY
Sole Agency For
S.
S. 'B. Davis, Jr., assistant U.
INTERNATIONAL 8TO"K FOOD
'Attorney with offices in Las1 Vegas, Two Shows Dally, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m,
iwho has been in Roswell attending Admission
10c
PRICE-LIS- T
20c
the U. S. district court in session there Reserved Seats
One-lin- e
MATINEE.
has returned home.
Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
15c
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
of the
m.
3:30
at
H.
A.
'
p.
Case,
superintendent
Saturday
Every
Each
line
on
same
additional
10c.
FLOUR. HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES. SALT AND SEEDS.
stamp,
10c
Santa Fe Gold and Copper company at Adults
One-lin- e
inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
nvy myIm.
The Only Exclusive Grain House in 8 snt
20c.
5c
San Pedro, in the southern part of this :hildren
Each
line
on
1Cc
additional
on
company
here
stamp,
was
today
county,
Or,e-llnbusiness. The Claire had him as a
Stamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 5 inches long
25c
j ,
guest.
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
A. D. Graham, of Albuquerque, New.
One-lin- e
5c.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Mexiico superintendent of the Colorado
Each
additional
same
line,
at
a
was
price.
guest
Telephone company,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
(Curved lines on Stamp court as two lines.)
the Claire hotel yesterday and today.
He came to the city on company busiBorders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Denver Colorado.
ness.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
A. O. Wheeler, of Las Vegas, who
Where
Inch Inch In siz, we charge for one
type used is over one-hal- f
has been in Denver with his wife, who
one-haline for each
Inch or fraction.
is a sister of Mrs. E. A. Fiske of thda
' ? I
city, has returned home. Mrs. Wheeler,
DATES, ETC.
Tr
who underwent an operation, Is much
6O0
Dater
Local
for
town
and
date
any
fc
New
A.
RJBSGERE,
improved.
50
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
M. C. de Baca, of Las Vegas, the
Catron Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
35
well known politician of San Miguel
Regular line Dater
mximimam:
and Guadalupe counties, was register1.6O
Definance Model Band
ed at the Coronado yesterday and to1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
day. He came on personal business
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
and to visit relatives.
STAMP PADS.
Miss Bertha Hilton, daughter of A.
15 cents; 2
H. Hilton, the well known merchant
25 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
4,
50 cents; 4
75 cents.
35 cents; 3
and land owner at San Antonio, has
gone to Alamogordo on a visit to Mrs.
.''-SANTFOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
A. G. Wolfinger, the latter being a
sister of Hon. H. O. Bursuni.
CO.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor for
the Santa Fe Railway for New Mexico
with office in Las Vegas, who spent
FE, NEW MEXICO.
the day yesterday in the city on legal
A-- .

GOLDEN GIRL
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AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?

IftTl;

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW

BHD
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I

STABLE

w

r

Hot Bias i

j
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j

SURPIES. H1CXS.

Down Draft

J

CALL UP 'PHONE
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NO. 9
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,
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OPERA HOUSE
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TONIGHT

W

PROGRAM
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Cor-kno-

;

j

i
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2
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2

e

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

n.s.

mm.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for

mi

lf

'

Mexico

Concord

CUT! PRICES

CUT PR CES

Grapes

8

Night

San Francisco
Call

FOR

business returned to his headquarters

No

A SPECIALTY.

on this morning's Santa Fe train.
The hunting party consisting of In-- ;
ternal Revenue Collector H. P. Bard-sha- r,
Deputy Collector F. P. Blandy
and W. H. Kerr, is now hunting iin the
vicinity of Pajarito Park. Collector.'
Bardshar writes that they expect to
return home on Friday.
Captain John W. Green, the efficient
superintendent of the territorial penitentiary, is in Gallup on political busi-- '
ness and visiting friends. He tele
graphs that McKin!ey county would
give at least 150 majority for state;
hood and Andrews.
Miss Alexia Durant, who is visiting
relatives in St. Louis, Missouri, has
written friends that she will be in New
Mexico in a few days and will be ac-- ,
companied by her mother. The latter
is coming here for her health and will?
spend the winter in the mountains
with her daughter.
Brigadier General Philip Reade, of.
the Regular Army has retired from,
active service, having reached the age;
of 64 years1. General Read has a splen- did army record and dn 1875 was sta-- :
tioned in New Mexico as an acting
signal officer in charge of the building '
of military telegraph lines from Santa

Jellies

!

j

St 'Phone

'Phone

10
1

ESESI

WOW READY
UR STOCK OF WINTER
UNDERWEAR FOR

Men, Women and Children

Is Now Complete
Havs a large assortment in all wool, cotton and
Same came in white, natural
wool and alb cotton.
;

and colors.

Prices range from 25 cents
to $3.00 per Garment.

(Julius H.

ZZI

O.C.WATSON

WE HAVE FANCY

:

G

1

at their best

Mission Desks, Office Chairs
Heaters, Rugs, and linoleums
306--

:cr

SELF-INKIN-

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE

Embalming & Undertaking

C--

Fac-Smi-

PEACHES,
PEARS,
PLUMS & ETC

'

NEW MEXICO

CO OF BALTIMORE

11

flt-'i-

I

LIFE. ACCIDENT, STEAM BOILER,
PLATE
GLASSi
AUT0MCBILE,
F'RE & BURGLARY INSURNJE.

QH

WSSESmSE

'

ART PICTURES

SUPPLIES.
We Make a
Specialty of

mn n.

MD

AVOID EMBARRASSING OBLIGATIONS
If you are elected to some oflirml jji sittoii this coming election.
bond for Hie fnithfull performance of
you will lie required to (?lve
your duties. Do not ask your friends to sign the same for you.
w hen our
Surety Company will i for 11 sninli premiuiii.lJe free
from embftrraHsing obligations in the mutter of your bond.
OUR BATS'. 8 ARK LOW. Most Kotids Can lie Written Hero
In Our Otilce. If you will write or telephone, we will bs pleased to
furnish promply any information desired.

K0DAK3 & PHOTO

,

umf

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

A

Grape

i

C. A. BISHOP.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY

ML-O- U,

lis

Tiniiiniiiii

AND
DEVELOPING

F2AIKG

PRINTING

AND ENLARGING.-

Mail orders given prompt a:tnntion.

-

.

Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY, i i j ,.,
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif,
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People Can Tell You Why
It Is So.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure the cause
of disease, and that Is why the cures
This
ere always
lasting,
remedy
strengthens and tones up the kidneys,
helping them to drive out of the body
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe peoFe

Santa

I'r

NO.

7,000
6,050

"

ProKiTso
Hiitnea

11K

M

go

o I"

12 25
11 55
11 35
10 4

pm
a

FROM

in

a in

testify to permanent cures.

ple

"

Lino Romero, living at Palace ave12 49 n in
sTTa
lo M a 111
'
L
Tormnow
8 48 p in
10 40 a 111
10 40 pm
Kansas (Hty
9 30 pm
7 00 am
Santa Fo, N. M., says: "I know
Ar.
nue,
"
10 02 pm
8 59am
St. Louis
7 55am
7 05 pm
Doan's Kidney Rills act just as
that
"
Uhh-an1180 pm
1145 am
6 50 a 111
pm
"
6 20 pm
Kl I'uso
8 00am
6 60 pm
Ar.
115pm
represented. If I had not been confident of this fact no Inducement could
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive have led me to give my recommendaagency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various tion of them five years ago. I then
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information to travelers, stated that this remedy procured at
free upon application.
Ireland's drug store, cured me of a
freight scrvica to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
dull aching In the small of my back
which had bothered me off and on for
J. P LYNG.
a long time, and had by spells been
CITY FREiGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
the cause of my laying off from work.
During the lapse of years I have now
and then noticed a slight return of the
annoyance, but never one that has resisted the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They go right to the seat of the trouble and remove It quickly and thoroughly. The good opinion I first formed of Doan's Kidney Pills still remained and always will."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ts. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
..ew York, sole agents for the United
CK)

LB M! it k
n
?'
ti
ft jl.lt iilfuf jD.

SL

states.

I SCHEDULE

and

Doan's

Miles From
ix-- s
Moines

No. 1.
DAILY
K 00 a. m.
10 12 a. in.
10 35 a. in.
10 50 a. ni.
It 05 a. m,
11 20 a. in
11 45 a. in.
12 20 p.m.
12 45 p.m.
8 30 p. 111.
3 60 p.m.
H 15 p. in,
4 45 p m.

11
16

20
25
31
42
42
49
58
56
68
77

p.m.

4 55

ni.
ni.

50 p.
6 15 p,

115

pirn!

83

,.10 p.m.
7.23 p.m.
m.

86
89
94

7

08

7. 45 p.

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

r'

49

No

0
7
13
23
20
33
41

M

47
50
63
69

2

daily:

Raton

N; M. Arr,
Lv. lies Moines,
" Rumalrto,
L.
" Dedman
" Capulln
" Vigil
". Thompson
" Cunningham
" Clifton House Junction
Arr.
uatonnm
yLV.
" Clifton House Junction
Lv.
tt
" Preston
" Koehler
" Koehler Jnct.
" Colfax
,.
" Oerrososo
M.
N.
CIMARRON
Lvf
jft.
' Nash
N. M,
Ly
" Harlan
" Ute Fark

0
4

6 30 P,
6 15 p.
4 55 p.
4 35 p.
4 25 p.
3 65 p.
3 30 p.
2 65 p.
2 30 p.
12 25 p.
12 05 p.
11 40 a.
11 06 a'
11 15 a.
10 15 a.
9 43 a.
9 25 a.
7 60 a.
7 40 a.
7 25 a.
7 00 a.

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
in.
ni.
in.
m.
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
ni.
m.
m.
in.
m.

M., 6:15 p. m.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
M.
Stage for van Houten, N. NI., meets trains at Preston, N.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at follows!
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
& S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
and
Taos
Red
River
de
Twining.
Ranches
Taos,
Questa,
City,
W. A. GORMAN.
DEDMAN.
van
HOUTEN;
E, J,
J,
V.

Superintendent
RATON,

N

Ores, and Gen JHgr
RATON, N.

M.

Kl

Gen- - Pass- RATON,

Agent
N- -

The seals and record boofts Tor notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Pe. New Mexico.

to EI Paso?

Going

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Wit and Humor Out of the Moutha f
Little Ores.
Palace.
Katherine
Blanchon. TTninn
I wns dining with some friends of
mine whom I had not seen for some Pennsylvania; Miss Graves, Montgom- time, und the little daughter of my siy, AiaDama; D. J. Herron,
Hast
host was seated at my left. During Las Vegas; A. A. Temp, Denver; F.
the meal I turned to her and asked her ?. Canfield, Kansas City.
name. She blushed rosily and hung
Claire.
her head upon being addressed by a
F. Hubbell, Lincoln; Mrs. E. F.
stranger.
3owes, Alamosa; A. H. Jansen, ChiHer papa said, "Cnn't you tell the cago; A. H.
Care, San Pedro; D. L.
gentlemun your name?"
Wiillianis, Glorieta; Frank W. Beach,
"Patience Wallace," the little one
Drogrande; E. M. Burgess, Denver;
made reply.
L D. Graham, Albuquerque;
Tomas
"And how old are you?" I asked.
Den-er- ;
J.
P.
Trigo,
Alcalde;
Livingston,
11
p. m."
"Four years old at
J. P. McNulty, Cerrillos.
I have thought of this quaint reply
Normandie.
and laughed at it mauy times since.
John Byrne, Albuquerque;
.7.
J.
Louise was a blue eyed, golden hair- Hernandez and wife, Trinidad, Color-ido- ;
Jerry Fink, Durango, Colorado;
ed child seeing her fourth summer.
Her grandpa was a churchman and a lames P. Franklin, Gallinas.
Coronado.
Bible render, so the child had been
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas; Joseph
told who sends the flowers, the sunshine, the rains, etc. God. As is the Muesser, R. B. Skelley, Rico, Color-ido- ;
custom, during dry weather the grandAnthony Dockweiller, Cowles; J.
pa would put the hose on and sprinkle H. B. Gilmour, Pecoa
the lawn nud even the street, but at
this particular time there had been
Stomach troubles wn'j more quickmany days of rain.
ly disappear if the idea of treating tlw
One morning her mother pushed up cause, rather than
the effect, would
the shade of a window in their bed- 3ome into
A tiny, inside, hidpractice.
room and said, "Oh, Louise, the sun is
den nerve, says? Dr. Shoop, governs
shining, and the day will be line," and
gives strength to the stomach. A
whereupon Louise remarked in her
also goes to the Heart, and
branch,
serious
"Xeu
won't
Dod
manner,
slow,
one
to
the
Kidneys. When these "in
have his hose out today, mamma."
side nerves" fail, then the organs must
A few days ago a kindergarten falter. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is- diteacher in this city was explaining to rected specifically to these failing
a class what It meant to be a "knight." nerves. Within 48 hours after starting
The children listened with close atten- the restorative treatment patients say
tion while the teucher explained that they realize a gain. Sold, by Stripling,
"the knights must learn to suffer and Burrows & Co., successors to The
not complain. They must learn to be Ireland Pharmacy.
tired and keep ou working. They must
learn to be hungry"
But before she
Herewith are some bargains offered
ccAild finish the sentence a
by the New Mexican Printing Comexclaimed
girl
contemptuously:
Code of Civil Procedure of the
"Oh, Miss Edith, I learned that the pany:
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
first day I was born."
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Code
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
three
been
had
Ruth, aged
years,
presented with a small silver knife Pleadings, $6; the two for 10; Adaptand fork, of which she was proud. She ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
used them at the table in such a way. New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
however, as to bring constant reproof. English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
Flexible
Sheriff's
One day when she persistently put the full leather, $3;
Docket, single, $1.25;
knife in her mouth in spite of her Cover Pocke
mother's reprimands she was told two or more books, $1 each; New
crossly that the knife would be taken Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
from her and that no one would love 3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each; Compil
her. Like a flash she replied, "If you ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilaloved me as I love you, mamma, no tion Mining Laws, 60c; Money's Diknife could cut our love in two." Chi- gest of New Mexico Reports, full
cago Tribune.
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
four-year-ol- d

Miles From

biauubs,

CHILDLAND':

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especial-lruled, with printed headings, In
made of
either Spanish or English,
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
The pages
in full on the first page.
inches. These books are
are 10
made up In civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
4.00
Combined Civil and Criminal
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
The Kind He Liked.
State
full must accompany order.
father had brought home
Teddy's
plainly whether English or Spanish some rare old cheese, and after hearwanted.
is
printed heading
ing ills praise of its strong points Teddy was manfully struggling to make
The
wholesome, harmless green way with a small piece of it.
leaves and tender stems of a lung healSoolug the cheese still on bis plate
Dr.
and
mountainous
Teddy's nose perceptibly elevated,
shrub,
give
ing
Shoop's Cough Remedy Its curativt his father said: "What is the matter,
like that fine cheese?"
properties. Tickling or dry bronchial Ted? Don't you
answered
."Yes."
Teddy, with the air
to
this
and
yield
safely
coughs quickly
of
a
"connoisseur.
"This
cheese is very
ashighly effective Cough. Dr. Shoop
but I think I like just plain, comgood,
safecan
with
sures mothers that they
mon mouse cheese better." Cleveland
ty give it to even very young babes. Leader.
Xo opium, no chloloform
absolutely
nothing harsh or harmful. It calms the
The Tactful Hostess.
distressing cough, and heals the sensi- I
I
tive membranes. Accept no other. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Sold by Stripling,
Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireland Pharmacy.
y

In Effect July 14, 1908.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1908.

-

Remember the name
take no other.

PASSENGER

M,

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Married Man

in

Trouble.

married man who permits any
member of the family to take anything

Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
Samuel R. Worley, of Hixburg, Va.,
has been shoeing horses for more than
fifty years. He says: "Chamberlain's
Fain Balm has given me great relief
from lame back and rheumatism. It is
the best liniment I ever used." For
sale by all druggists.

snniRi.v

HUTEKML

...

Art.

F. & A. M. Reg-ula- r
communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
1, A.

ft

N. L. KING.
ALAN

R.

Worthy Master.
Secretary.

M'CORD,

Sant. Fe Chapter
R. A. M.

Regular

Santr. Fe
XT

emAgtgi

n

1

Tr

Command-arrr

i. neguiar

conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER. E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
tt--

S1

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
4th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masoarv meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:d0 o clock in the evenins in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
Secretary
U.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. R
holds its regular session on the sec-nand fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcoma.
T. P. GABLE,
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA.

d

Secretary.

bins
El Paso Driving Club Race Meet,
1908.

at 11:10 A. M.
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

Be in El

Round trip via. Santa Fe. Dates of
sale, November 2, 3, 4. Return limit,
November S, 1908.
The New Mexican rrintlne com
pany wllf do vour Job work with neatness and dispatch.

JEWELER'S EXPERIENCE.

C. R. Kluger, The Jeweler, 1060 Virginia Ave., Indianapolis,
Ind., writas:

"I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred
feet. Four bottles of Foley's? Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
my backache and the irregularities dis
appeared, and I can now attend to busi
ness every day, and recommend Fo
ley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferers,
as it cured me after the doctors and
other remedies had failed.
For sale
by Stripling, Burrows & Co., success
ors to The Ireland Pharmacy.

except Foley's Honey and Tar, for
coughs, colds and lung trouble, is guilty of neglect. Nothing else is as good
for all pulmonary troubles. The genuMr. Buinblepup I must apologize for
ine Foley's. Honey and Tar contains no coming In ordinary evening dress.
Hostess Well, you really have the
opiates and is in a yellow package. For
sale by Stripling, Burrows & Co., suc- advantage of us. We're all looking
more foolish than usual, and you're
cessors to The Ireland Pharmacy.
not. Punch.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jouaney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. A S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the lirst time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the West.

n

V.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.

El Paso, Texas,

Dl f?ECT TO

Woman Interrupts Political Speaker.
A well dressed woman interrupted a
political speaker recently by continually coughing. If she had taken Foley's
Honey and Tar, she would have cured
her cough quickly and expelled the
cold from her system.
The genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and io in a yellow package. Re
fuse substitutes. For sale by Stripling. Burrows & Co., successors to The
Ireland Pharmacy.

UTE

The Mimas? Camp of Cohrido, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Spriags aai Paeblo is Via the

Denver & Bio Grands Railway
Through the fertile San Luis vaU, Ais to the Saa
Juan country of Colorado
For information as to rates, fsin service, descriptive
terature, etc., call on or address

liS.

K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

For Chapped Hands.
Chapped skin, whether on the hands
or face may be cured li. one night by
applying Chamberlain's Salve. It is also unequaled for sore nipples, burns
and scalds. For sale by all druggists.

.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,

Santa

Denver, Colo.

Fe, N. M.

in need of any- -

Woman
Every ana
mould
la uueregwG

E

A Give Away.

Husband (tho morning after a spree
to his wife) Do you mean to say that
you think those zigzag marks in the
snow are mine?
Wife
Don't prevaricate, Hans! I
have measured them, and they are exactly the same number as your gloves
and boots. Fliegende Blatter.
A Flying Ghost.
Lowe Comordy What was the matter .with your Hamlet company ? Didn't
the ghost walk?
HI Tragerdy No, he ran ran off
with the receipts. That's why the rest
of us walked. Philadelphia Press. ;

Fair Warning.
Buttinski How did you catch such
an awful cold?
Knockoutski Colds are contagious,
you know. I caught mine asking other
people how they caught theirs. Bohemian Magazine,
Divorce Not Recognized.

"The old man's got His immigration
papers, ain't he?"
"Yes, but the old lady's waltin' at
the station where he takes the train."
Atlanta Constitution.

Know

lautntly.
rirnarortatfnr It. 1
lie cannot auiiDiv the

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

it
MARVEL,
unfl

It will positively bring remits

accept DO
ifamil for
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.
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,

.

i

mi,
iMtnk aftftlfid. It irlYM
WlK;
niti partlcmara ana awwnioni
A KVBL CO.
to laritM.
HEW
YOUk.
14
Md BtrMt,

llliiRITntari

,

f

t.

And the man behind the throttle
As his engine onward goes.
But, as for me, I'm just plain Brown,
Tbe man behind his nose.
Llpplncott's Magazine.

a

m

tut

7,

New Mexican Printing wiupany
local agents. Santa
Nen "iralco.

grows,

Vfflir

nthur fin

non-bindin- g,

There's the man behind the gun
When the battle busle blows,
And the man behind the plow
Where the thriving wheat crop

m obi conven
jbv
ient. It cleaiiwi
AMr

The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller-bearin- g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arrangement in JiDrary .parlor, etc

A Modest Man.

about tho wonderful
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Nov-5- 7

$16.10.

A

At Torrance

1

con-

vocation second Monday
of each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
a CDIT7 rr t
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Engraved cards oe vls-- e and wedding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style ot work and prices.
A

No.
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BELEN. NEW MEXICO.

VALLEY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torraoce County New Mexico VH laid out in thf fall of 190." it is rmv
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitaats. It lies on the main lin of tne
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west from
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Pe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing sectiou of New Mexico. The best shipoia and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep aad wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

I LOCATED ON BELEN

CUT-OF-

OF

F

SANTA FE RY.,

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam I ine of the Santa F-System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Oalvestor aad points East to San
Francisco. Lis Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet iaid out with broad 60 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
estimated.
70-fo-

e

EE
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thewillardtown&improvementI Jthe belen town & improvement
COMPANY

COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE'.

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosidence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

OF THE SANTA

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
:
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COURT

There Are Occasions When His
Honor Isn't All the Show.
HOW HE RECEIVED

A

SETBACK

Tells of a Certain Case Which Was
Reversed on Him by the Higher Court.
Had to Crawfish Against His Wishes,
but Gets Revenge.
Copyright,

1907,

New Mexico.

t

by V, C. Kastment

"In opening this yere court this
morning," begun Judge Hoke after the
dogs and Chinamen had been thrown
out, "let us ask ourself the question,
'Who and what is Jim Hoke?' Any of
you can answer:
"Jim is jestice of the peace in and
for the county of lied Rock, which

puffed up and swelled out and looks
upon himself as the biggest thing ou
two legs in America.
"There are occasions, however, when
he is brought up with a sudden jerk
and made to realize that he isn't all
the show, and I'm saying that them
occasions don't happen Jest In time to
prevent him from busting with conceit.
Had to Eat Dirt.
"Yes, my friends, you could all answer as above, and you'd be purty nigh
the bullseye. One of them occasions
is yere this morning. I've got to eat
dirt. I've got to crawfish. I've got to
come off the perch. It will be at a loss
of dignity, but don't let any critter in
this town presume upon that. I'm one
of them sort that can lose a whole cart
load of dignity and then have two shots
left for the kyote who grins at the back
of my neck.
"All of you remember the case of
Jim White versus Ching Ling, the Chinese washee. Jim was known to us
as Ferocious Jim. The way he ehank-e- d
his teem and frothed at the mouth
when any one opposed him was something awful to see. In a way he run
this town. In a way he got all his
drinks for notning. Ina way, if he
said this earthly globe was flat, nobody
else dared to say it was round.
"The undersigned isn't going to admit that he also stood in fear of Ferocious Jim, but he will go as far as to
say that when Jim entered the Red
Dog saloon with a whoop on his lips
and blood in his eye there was hustling
to set out his favorite beverage. Yes,
the undersigned admits that much, and
he feels a quiver of indignation In his
soul as he does so.
Jim Not as Wicked as He Looked.
"None of us can say that Jim ever
boasted of having killed twenty-sevemen and held up half a dozen towns.
We took him for the baddest kind of a
bad man simply from the . way he
chanked his teeth and blew the froth
from his lips. We had an Instinctive
feeling that if he ever turned loose
he would reduce tin? population of
Sandy Bend by at least a hundred,
and we took care not to rile him.
"Feller critters, what happened six
weeks ago? 'Twas a calm aud peaceful day when he went up to Ching
Ling's washee house to leave a shirt
tp be washed. Holy terrors wear shirts
the same as humble men. I have seen
the shirt he took under his arm aud
carried up the hill. Most of you saw
it in this courtroom. It was marked
'Exhibit A P. D. Q.' I hain't saying
how many holes could be counted in
that shirt. I hain't saying how many
patches had been put over other holes.
I hain't saying how It was shrunk up
and squeegawed and kinked. It ia sufficient for this yere court to'observ
that of all the shirts he ever beheld
in this glorious commonwealth of Wyoming eilliexQa..nmaalB- - liackoroff.
n

THEN JIM WHOOPED.

-

particularly includes the enterprising
town of Sandy Beud and its four poker
parlors,
"Jim is the sole owner of the Red
Dog saloon, where play is high and the
drinks are on the square.
"As a jestice of the peace Jim Hoke
deals out Jestice and lets the law go
hang.
"As the owner of the Red Dog and
boss of the political machine he ia
looked up to as a devil of a feller. ,
"As a jestice he is supposed to be
surrounded with, reverence and awe,
It Is esteemed a compliment when he
nods to any of the boys from the
bench.
As a. .usual, thins, he, caes. jround

ds
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of Company.

TO : : :

One-thir-

.APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

re-

BELEN

TOWN

JOHN BECKER, President

Ching Ling and his hair standing up
In affright!
Sunthin' Else Had to Follow.
"If it had been only that we might
have recovered In time and corner lots
regained their usual price, but sunthin'
else was to foller. When Jim has outrun the heathen he comes to me aud
demands justice. He wants a warrant
for assault and battery. Think of It!
A white man, and a holy terror at that,
wanting a warrant for assault and battery agin a heathen weighing a hundred pounds! I talked. I argued. I
appealed. It was no good. I had to issue the warrant and bring the Chiny-ma- n
into court, but when the facts in
the case came out what did this court
do? He discharged the prisoner with
words of praise, and after making a
speech to Ferocious Jim the miserable
kyote was sentenced to state prison for
five years.
"It wasn't law, but this court was
lookiug more at the square deal. The
higher court has reversed on me, and I
have got to crawfish. I do crawfish.
Jim sits over thar looking as mean as
he knows how, and I have got to set
him at liberty. I do so. He can go.
This yere court as a court has nuthin'
further to do with him. Constable,
throw open that door. Now, feller
critters, step out and form a double line, and if any oue of you misses
giving Jim a kick to help him on his
way out of town it will be in vain for
you to drop in to the Red Dog in future and take a drink and ask me to
chalk it down."
M. QUAD.

pose in his memory as taking the cake,
"When Ferocious Jim entered th
washee house he nlammed the shirt
down en the counter with some observation lieAttlng the occasion. Th
sound of t&at shirt striking the table
was like the sound of a lump of putty
dropped trott a third story window to
the stone sidewalk.
How the Trouble Started.
" 'What wantee'." asks the heathen in
that molasses way of his.
"'Washee!' yells Jim.
" 'No clean washee.'
" 'Washee, and washee like blazes, oc
you won't live Ave minutes!'
"Feller critters, you know Ching Ling.
You know his humility. You know that
his ways are ways of peace. Ou oue
occasion, when this yere court damned
his eyes for washing most of the tail
off a shirt, he fell on his knees and shed
tears.
"When threatened by Ferocious Jim
he picked up the bundle and tossed it
out of the window. It was hard to
credit thin, but several good meu aud
true went up there and found the shirt
in a snow bank.
"Then Jim whooped.
"He jumped up and down and cracked his heels together.
"His eye glared like those of a tiger
wounded unto death.
"He chanked his teeth and foamed at
the mouth and screamed out.
"It was an awful sight to witness,
but Ching Ling stood there on the burning dock and never gave the fact away
that he held four aces. It was only
A Mark of Respect.
when Ferocious Jim started to pull his
guns that the heathen moved, and then
he moved like a cyclone fifteen uiinules
late in keeping an appointment with
J. P. Morg'in. He took Jim's guns
away. He emptied out the cartridges.
He tossed guns and fodder out of the
window after the shirt. He didn't get
the red eye, and he didn't froth and
whoop. He just turned Jim around and
gave him the boot, and then this enterprising town of Sandy Bond was treated to a spectacle that our grandchildren will blush over. That spectacle
dropped the price of real estate 50 per
cent in five minutes, and such was the
general emotion that the Red Dog saloon had to tap a fresh barrel of whisky and dilute it with a little more than
the usual quantity of water.
"What did wc, the populace and the
patriots and the mainstay of the town,
behold? We saw aud nibbed our eyes
and saw again. We asked each other
if we were dreaming. We asked ourselves If we had passed In our chips
and were lookiug nt moving pictures In
Junior Partner (referring to recent
that other land. If we was to live a
thousand years we could never forget "death of head of firm) I think that is
it. It was the spectacle of Ferocious extremely thoughtful of you, Fletcher,
Jim flying for his life and the Cbiny-ma- to hang up that piece of crape.
at his heels. Think of it! Dwell ' Chief Clerk That isn't crape, sir.
on it! Keep the vision before your It's the office toweL-Tat- ler.
.Tim fleeing before
eves!

&

IMPROVEMENT CO.,
WM. M. BERGER' Secretary.

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because you have contracted ordinary colds and recovered from them
without treatment of any kind, do not
for a moment imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
and
chronic
catarrn
pneumonia
have
their origin in a common
cold. Consumption is not caused by a
cold but the cold prepares the system
for the reception and development of
the germs that would not otherwise
have found lodgment. It is the same
with all infectuous disease. Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold. You
will see from this that more real danger lurks in a cold than in any other
of the common ailments. The easiest
and quickest way to cure a cold is to
take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
The many remarkable cures effected
by this preparation have made it a
staple article of trade over a large part
of the world. For sale by all druggists.

WANTS
Board and rooms
avenue. Mrs. Eberhart.

at

106

Aztec

FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
FOR RENT
R. G. depot;

$8

Small house near D. &
per month. T. P.

LOST A Llewellyn setter bird dog.
Finder call at Indian School and get
reward.

WANTED A girl to do housework,
light housekeeping. Apply at New Mex-caPrinting company.

n

WANTED A few boarders. Nagel's
Pine Grove Ranch. First class board
and accommodations. Box, 2G4.

The New Mexican Printing comWANTED A competent cook at Si.
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school Vincent's Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
work, the desk, and also for lawyers Superior. Good wages and comfortable
and merchants; good everywhere. We home
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
FOR 8ALE a Becond-nansteam
A pain prescription is printed upon boiler in good condition. It will be,
each 25c. box of Dr. Snoop's Pink Pain disposed of at very law price. Apply
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist to the New Mexican Printing
if this formula is not complete. Head
pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere
The New Mexicas Printing comget Instant relief from a Pink Pain
Tablet, Stripling, Burrows & Co., suc- pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of juscessors to The Ireland Pharmacy.
tices of the peace. They ar especial,
The New Mexican Printing company ly ruled, with printed headings. In
Is prepared to furnish cards da vite either Spanish or English, made of
or ladles and for gentlemen on short 'good record paper, strongly and dur
notice In first class style at reasonable ably hound with leather hack and
or printed. covers and canvas sides, have full
irlces, either engraved
Call at the New Mexican Printingcom- - index in front and the fees of Justices
of the peace and constables printed
ARE YOU ONLY HALF ALIVE?
i full on the first page.
The pages
10
are
inches. These books are
with
People
kidney trouble are so
weak and exhausted that they are on- made up in civil and criminal dockets,
OH 32
pages each or with
ly half alive. Foley's Kidney Remedy separate
makes healthy kidneys, restores lost both civil and criminal bound in one
80 pages civil and 320 pages
vitality, and weak, delicate people are book,
criminal.
To introduce them they are
restored to health. Refuse any but
For sale by Stripling, Burrows offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
.......$2.75
& Co., successors
to The Ireland Combined
Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
Pharmacy.
For 45 cents additional for a single
or 55 cents additional for a
docket,
It is an admitted tact that real estate, financial men and merchants all combination docket, they will be sent
mail or prepaid express. Cash in
say that quickest and best retroltsare by
full rnupt nccomnany order.. State
obtained by advertising
the New
.plainly whether English or Spanish
Mexican.
printed heading la wanted.
d

Fo-ley-

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
tf you "want anything on earth- - try
quickly, strengthening the lungs and
New Mexican want "ad."
expels colds. Get the genuine in yellow
package. For sale by Stripling, Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireland
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexl- '
Pharmacy.
j can and get the newt.
--
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

GROCERS AND BAKERS.
G ROOK

It Y PHONK NC.

Dr. J. J. Slmler
the city yesterday
case against (las
given a hearing on

4.

We have a number of items winch for one reason
or another we desire toclosts our. These are all rood
goods and of the best quality. IVmdell canned Lima
baans are very fancy. The French style are the
tender jtrreen beans talcc-- directly from the pod and
put in the can. 2 pound cans we have always- - soldjat
25c. and 1 pound cans at 15c. straight. We now
offer 2 pound cans at 0c and 1 pound cans at liikj.
Ferndell Fancy Lima beaus formerly sold at -- Oc.
now 15c. Lower prices still by the dozen or case.
n

Is an ordeal which all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
of
The thought
of the suffering in store for
her robs the expectant mother
of pleasant anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
d
to women at the critical time. Not
child. This liniment is a
Frioncl
women
safely through the perils of
carry
only does Mother's
but it prepares
the system for the coming
event, relieves "morning
sickness," and other dis- by dniynists at .00.
rnmfnrts Sola
K0ok of valuable

ECOMMG
A IT THEB

It-- Same

Climate.

child-birt-

h.

"ot a day without sunshine," is
tne "'' old story told for September
God-senby the Weather Bureau at Santa Fe,
ihi its monthly climatological summary
just published. Roswell, the only other child-birt- h,
town in New Mexico Xvith a weather
bureau, reports one such day. Santa
for Raton.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- - Fe had two days with .01 of an inch or
livan was a passenger last evening for more of rain, Albuquerque had four
$1
lnforui-tioRoswell to give testimony In the case such days. Santa Fe had an extreme
mailed
free
of the protest against the hydrograph- - daily range In temperature of 33 deTHE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
Hondo
river In grees, Albuquerque of 45 degrees, Las
le survey of the
town
54
With
whatever
W.
H.
degrees.
Vegas
Chaves county before Judge
district In the Southwest or elsewhere, one
Pope In the Sixth judicial
Ira L. Grinishaw, of Santa Fe, Santa WORKS FOR ANDREWS
Roswell. Mr. Sullivan will be compares Santa Fe's climate as a
Fe
AND STATEHOOD
county.
in
Santa
has
Fe
or
will
whole
the,
but
or
ten
detail,
days,
absent a week
W. A. Hunter, of Farmlngton, San
of dt.
cast his- vote for statehood and
Juan county.
(Continued From Page One.)
drews at Ms nome in ansuau, uuuy
Roswell had 30G hours or
per
LinW.
of
Hall,
Carrizozo,
George
'cent
of sunshine in September; Santa
county.
the audience remained to shake the,
Governor Curry left last evening pe VA(
hours or 84 per cent. Ros- coln county.
and
.1. Romero, of Nambe, Santa hand of the
Antonio
one
was
he
ter Socorro, where today
well iaci q days wlth 100 per cent of
justice of the territory and to compli
Fe county.
of the leading speakers at the Republi- - sunshine; Santa Fe had 9 such days,
James J. Miller, of Des Moines, Un- ment him on his commpn sense and
can mass meeting in the Gem City. He
was trier than any other
Tlie mm
reasonable argument. He made many
ion
towns
county.
to
other
will go with the party
September covered by the Weather
friends while here.
K.
of
in the county and to Gallup where the Burean records. At Santa Fe, the
Washington
Porta'es,
Lindsy,
Tour of County Successful.
will be on the 29th Inst, and ci,,jt.ation was only .00 of an inch. The Roosevelt county.
Prince's tour of San
K.
Its
.5G
to
an
of
return
James
of
will then
Albuquerque.
Roswell,
Kennedy,
average for the territory was
on Saturday with
Juan
ended
county
almembers are all 'in good shape
inches below the normal, Chaves county.
jn.ch cr
a
Blanco in the afat
rousing
cammeeting
hard
The precipitation map ho'ds out little
Articles or Incorporation.
though they had a very
ternoon
one
in the evenat
Aztec
and
paign. Wherever they went tney at- encouragement for the dry farmer, ex- The following domestic corpora ing. The court house at Aztec was
tracted favorable attention and made cept in southern union, in quay, tions have been organized and foreign
crowded at the evening meeting, not
Roosevelt and Chaves counties, in corporations authorized to do busi
many Republican votes.
even standing room being available.'
San
eastern Colfax, Mora, Guadalupe,
ness in New Mexico by filing their art The tour of the county was a very
Miguel and Lincoln counties, in west- icles of incorporation in the office of successful
one from a Republican
ern Socorro and Sierra, northeastern Territorial Secretary Nathan' Jaffa:
votes were made for
standpoint,
Many
TOPICS
MINOR CITY
Grant, western Taos, northeastern Rio
The
Andrews
and
Southwestern
statehood
Presbyterian
by the
Arriba and southern McKinley counwho removed all prejudices by
domestic
a
corporation,
Sanatorium,
of
preties where more than an inch
having its registered office at Albu plain business addresses.
cipitation was recorded during the querque and
designating as its statuWeather forecast for New
s
of the
month, while over
R.
W. D. Bryan. Period of
agent,
tory
X
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
MARKET REPORT.
area of New Mexico, drouth conditions existence 50
Object, maintain
year0.
and Wednesday with station- - X
was
this
abnormal
prevailed. However,
ing hospitals and sanatoriums. In cor
X
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
ary temperature.
for the report says:
porators, Hugh A. Cooper and Walter
Amalgamated
Copper 80
"The September precipitation was G. Hope, of Albuquerque; Judge John
92
Atchison
pfd. 9G.
The nor- R. McFie, of Santa Fe; R. R. Larkin,
Phone Stripling Burrows & Co, quite uniformly distributed.
105
New
York
Central
mal amounts range from 0.87 inch to of Las Vegas; T. L. Lowe, of Silver
126
They have what you want.
Pennsylvania
3.9!) inches; apparently this is a decidCity; John Meeker, of Alamogordo;
The Democrats up to noon today!
Southern Pacific 1908
,
ed difference, but the areas over F. C. Reid, of Phoenix, Arizona, and
had not filed their county ticket with
Union Pacific 171
which there is more than 2.00 Inches W. P. Sipe, of Flagstaff, Arizona. No
the probate clerk as required by law.
Steel 48
pfd. 110
or
less than 1.00 inch are limited in capital stock.
Is your face chapped? Try Benzoin
MONEYS AND METALS.
extent, and by far the larger portion
New York, Oct. 27. Money on call,
Witch Hazel Cream. Best. Stripling,
Supreme Lodge, Knights of Honor,
Of the territory has a fall
ranging a foreign organization admitted from steady, 1
Burrows & Co.
from 1.00 inch to 2.00 inches.
the state of Missouri, having its regis
New York, Oct. 27. Prime mercanStanding room only was to be had at j
"There was one feature Wi connec- tered office in New Mexico, at Santa tile paper 4(g)l-2- .
the opera house last might. The picNew York, Oct. 27 Lead, firm, 427
tures shown were the best ever and tion with the September precipitation Fe, county of Santa Fe, and designatthose who miss the change will regret that, is sufficiently marked to make lit ing as its statutory agent in this terNotwith- ritory, Jacobo CbaVez. Period of exworthy of special notice.
New York, Oct. 27. Copper, firm
it.
The Woman's Board of Trade will standing tbe usmal uniformity of the istence, fifty years. Object, fraternal 13
TnesHnv nitrht. precipitation as regards geographical beneficiary society. No capital stock.
New York, Oct. 27. Silver, 51
k'fipn nnpn house on
The Clovis Chamber of Commerce,
St. Louis, Oct. 27. Spelter, higher,
election dav, at the library. They will ""inumuon, wine departures iromtne
receive election returns and will serve Rormal are observed from year to a domestic corporation having its reg 470.
yea1' At times th summer rains con- - istered office at Clovis, and designat
coffee and sandwiches for 15. cents.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
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and office tuu,e
t
a
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1,
ii.
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Chicago, Oct. 27. Wheat Decemtwenty
clerk. Address P. O. Box 127, Santa ueilvy mn 101 ine n,0Iun- wnue 111 oin' gleton. Period of existence,
$1.00
ber,
May, $1.03
ev 'ears tne rains cease in August,
Fe New Mexico
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Pork October, $13.75; December,
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$13.85.
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"The lightest, precipitation occurred Charles Scheurich, E.
Hull,
Jeff Davis, captain of the day
Lard October, $9.72
January,
north-centra- l
BernaltKo, Davis,, Claude Miller, John S. Adair,
guards at the territorial penitentiary, in San Juan,
$9.50.
north-centrTorrance and southwest-week- s W. H. Havener, J. S. Fitzhugh and H.
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Owing to his advanced age, fears
WOOL MARKET.
entertained that he may not recover, inches, the heaviest precipitation. One
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Continues
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steady.
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Stevens
or
Mrs.
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week
for a
4.65; bulls,
$2.253.50; calves,
as President But Two
the left knee by a horse attached east of Santa Fe and northwest of
3.256.75; western steers, $3.405;
to the express wagon, the horse's shoe Las Vegas. The other covers the
Changes.
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and at G p. m., Go per cent, making an of Carlsbad to approximately 40 miles Elizabeth Preston Anderson, of North
Roswell. There is only one oth- - Dakota; treasurer, Mrs. E. P. HutchThe Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'a
averajre relative humidity for the day above
er
portion of the territory that has inson, of Kansas; general branch sec- popular $1.50 a day hotel,' is now unof G2 ner cent. The lowest, temperal.
Woman's der the management of Hush F.
Young
ture last night was 22 degrees, which more than 2.00 inches; it comprises retaries of the
Extensive improvements are bebranch, Miss Rhena E. Mosher, of
was also what the thermometer regis- - tlie mountainous and
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Body For Alleged Criminal
The month was also abnormally
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cool, the average temperature for the
Gus Hettling, the ball player, charg- - territory having been G4.1 degrees or
:
;
ed with alleged criminal assault upon
degrees below the normal. At San-Mrs- .
Rose Annett, of Aspen, Colorado, ta Fe, the average temperature was
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passing grees, at Fort Wingate GO. 5 degrees, at
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south.
Sandthe
H.
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this charge, hence he was placed on miles
your dollar than it ever pulled be-- .
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FERNDELL PRESERVES

;

Regular 40c jars Ferndell Preserves now go at 25c.
or three for 1.00. The assortment of frirts is large
but not complete.
CANNED TOMATOES
California dinned tomatoes, regular 2k pound cans
per can, now 10c cau. Special price
formerly
or
case.
the
dozen
by
Baltimore canned tomatoes, small 2 pound cans,
formerly 10c can, now four cans for 25c.
NEW LINE TEA GARDE'V PRESERVES

ex-chi-

l--

pre-parl-

y

jg

are now unpacking a line of Tea Garden bran.i
preserves. These are very fancy quality and extra
large jars 21 oz m place of the usual ltioz. These are
regular 50c goods. They go at 40c, all varieties, including spiced ligs and spiced peaches. A few 5
pounds jars at each 1.25.
We

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
Regular shipment of Blue Point oysters from the
beds in Long Island are coming to us by the fast
express. These come to us direct. They are free
from water or ice and are guaranteed to contain no
They are fresher than any others and
they are solid meats only, no juice, that is no water.
If you want juice add your own water, its cheaper.

three-fourth-

5--

1--

7--

Per pint. 35c.

i
I

3--

I

10NTEN1E

&

Not a Day in September 'Without
Old Story of Superior
In

a witness in the
Hettling who was
a charge of crJminal assault on Mrs?. Hose Annett on a
Pul'man car on a Santa Fe train near
Lamy recently. Dr. Shuler was a wit
ness for the prosecution. His testimony
was finished and he left this morning

SPECIAL DRIVES

ADUDROW

of Raton, was
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SUNSHINE CI1Y
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(Continued From Page Five.)
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SANTA FE TRULY

Personal Mention

CO.

S

FEN.
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS

:

AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

5-- 8

ALL KINDS OF PICTURt: FRYMING
106

r

Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

,

Telephone

142.

Night

152

House.

-

1

lES-

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
Alonero

$4.50 per ton
"
5,25
"
6.00

V

Cerrillos "
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal
Ne,r

A- -

T-

-

1--

1--

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

)

CAPITAL COAL YARD
F- -

DP0t
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RE-ELEC-

Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avpt.ho
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FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

j

SANITARIUM

SANTA PE, N. M.

'

h

$16 and up per week.
For Pure Cream and

rilk

No 148 Red
We Comply with the

Telephone
WE DON'T HAVE TO
the valaeof our Paints,
all
who have ever used
bepause
themare familiarwith their merits
They are ground in the purest
White Lead, and the colors are
of the very best Only the finest
Linseed Oil is used and they are
so carefully packed as to be kept
entirely free from any foreign
DEMO-STRAT-

E

Prices are low too.

substance,

C. W. Dtd?ow

Pure Food Laws.

Mrs. Otto Retsch

Du-Va-

inter-mountai- n

,

j
j

i
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KICKING

BOYS
and
GIRLS

s

that

at

unus-release-

When In the City to visit the
OLD

AJYD

ORIGINAL

CURIO

STORE.

besides the thousands of curious and relics see

THE OLDEST BELL
in America, cast, in 1330
Stock of Turquois from our own mines
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.

STRAW HATS, GOING AT 50 CTS.
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, Al,
Look for the old cart on top of the store building.

301-30-

3

seeWe

OFFICIAL MATTERS

To

T

tress-

It In an admitted tact that real
Notaries Public Appointed.
tate. financial men and merchants all j
Governor
George Curry has apipolnt- remiltsarel
best
and
lay that quickest
obtained by advertising .". tne New ed tne iouowmg as notaries, puouc m
and for tnetr respective counties:
Mexican.
es- -

THE RACKET STORE

-

P

RICE MAKERS

